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Sabine Riedel 

Analytical Perspectives in the Corona Crisis  
"Conspiracy Theories", Maoism, Structural Analysis, Modern Money Theory, Bio-Power and 

(Trans-)Humanism 1 

“Whereas recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal and inalienable rights of all members of the 

human family is the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the world, Whereas disregard and contempt 

for human rights have resulted in barbarous acts which have outraged the conscience of mankind, […], The 

General Assembly, Proclaims this Universal Declaration of Human Rights […].“ (UN, 10.12.1948) 

In the Corona crisis, the voices of experts in social or political science are hardly heard. Many are 

concerned with the deficits and conflicts of other countries, but there seems to be little interest in 

the preservation of our own democratic culture. However, it needs to be explained why fundamental 

rights have to be restricted in order to manage the dangers of a pandemic. Why is Europe going the 

Chinese way with lockdowns and de facto forced vaccinations instead of trusting the expertise, cre-

ativity and self-regulation of open societies? This article shows why this can only lead to a dead end, 

in mass surveillance and drug dependency that reduces people to the intellectual level of machines. 

This study is intended as a plea for a revival of humanistic values and is based on a meta-theoretical 

analysis of Corona politics with five approaches. First, the catchword conspiracy theory is taken up, 

which does not exist in any research discipline, but serves to control public discourses. This can be 

used to denounce any political scientist who studies open and hidden stakeholder interests. In free 

societies, such defamations contradict the press code; in authoritarian regimes like China, they are 

a tool for ostracising government critics. Beijing's current Corona policy is not only rooted in Mao-

ism, it also rhetorically harks back to the Cultural Revolution that victimised millions.  

Currently, Modern Monetary Theory (MMT) is on everyone's lips because it gives politicians the 

green light to print money in the Corona crisis. In combination with structural analysis, the risks 

become visible: A second "level of instrumental measures" has been established in the European 

Union (EU), which controls finances outside the EU treaties and national law. This loss of control 

also affects health policy. The approach of bio-power shows that its dissolution leads to a "seizure 

of power over the humans as living beings". Transhumanism glosses this over with the promise of 

an evolutionary leap forward. Humanists, on the other hand, rely on a future in which people can 

preserve and develop their self-determined, creative nature.  

Despite a year full of setbacks and ever new 

cases of corruption in the health sector, critics of 

the current Corona measures are defamed as 

conspiracy theorists. But it is precisely this taboo 

that prepares the ground for more and more spec-

ulation. Because the citizens of free societies go 

through an education system that enables them 

 
1  This article is a translation: Sabine Riedel, Analytische Perspektiven in der Corona-Krise. „Verschwörungstheorien“, 

Maoismus, Strukturanalyse, Moderne Geldtheorie, Bio-Macht und (Trans-)Humanismus,  in: Forschungshorizonte Po-

litik und Kultur (FPK), Vol. 5, No. 6 (2021 May 10), 30 pages. 

to reflect and examine what information is offered. 

Today the media no longer seem to trust this 

mechanism of self-regulation in complex infor-

mation societies, so that they intervene to regu-

late. Therefore, the present analysis begins with 

the term "conspiracy theory". It should be 

shown by way of example that it is a creation of 

http://www.culture-politics.international/
mailto:kontakt@sabineriedel.de
https://www.culture-politics.international/online/
https://www.culture-politics.international/online/
http://www.culture-politics.international/online
https://www.culture-politics.international/online/
https://www.culture-politics.international/online/
https://www.un.org/en/about-us/universal-declaration-of-human-rights
https://www.culture-politics.international/wp-content/uploads/2021/FPK_Perspektiven-Corona_6_2021.pdf
https://www.culture-politics.international/wp-content/uploads/2021/FPK_Perspektiven-Corona_6_2021.pdf
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media language to steer public discourses and 

prevent scientific debate.    

If one looks for theoretical models to explain 

the global anti-Corona policy(ies), the social con-

cept of Maoism and China‘s Cultural Revolution 

are at the top of the list. After all, the corona pan-

demic first spread in the Chinese metropolis of 

Wuhan, even if the origin of the Covid-19 virus 

has not yet been clarified. Since there are tangi-

ble economic interests behind this rather cultural-

theoretical approach, a search for current eco-

nomic or financial theories is obvious. This leads 

to the concept of Modern Monetary Theory 

(MMT). Its interesting feature is the oscillating 

character between (social) liberal and etatist in-

struments of fiscal policy, which challenge market 

economies based on the rule of law. Less topical, 

on the other hand, is the structural analyse from 

the time of the Nazi regime. However, it is worth 

taking a look at the work of the founder of German 

political science, Ernst Fraenkel. His main work, 

the "Dual State", not only offers an explanatory 

model for the seizure of power by a totalitarian re-

gime before the beginning of the Second World 

War. His approach can be generalised to identify 

the dangers of establishing authoritarian govern-

ment structures at an early stage. 

Since the Corona measures essentially con-

cern health policy, the approach of bio-power by 

the French philosopher Michel Foucault should 

not be missing. As early as the 1970s, he coined 

the term bio-politics to initiate discourses on the 

opportunities and risks of medical-technical pro-

gress. Why hardly anyone remembers his valua-

ble analyses today, although they could not be 

more relevant? His theses contrast in particular 

the statements of the transhumanism move-

ment founded in 1990. The name hides a political-

ideological worldview that remains contradictory 

in itself: It promises humans ("homo") the over-

coming ("trans-") of their biological limitations 

through technical-medical aids. On the other 

hand, there is talk of replacing them by cyborgs 

(cybernetic organisms). This contrasts to human-

ism as an intellectual current that focuses on the 

human being as a self-determined individual. Like 

liberalism, it belongs to the cultural and historical 

heritage of Europe and paved the way for demo-

cratic, social and humane concepts in the first 

place.  

 

 

Figure 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Source: Own compilation.  

This MT approach grid pro-

vides an overview of selected 

theoretical approaches in the 

social sciences and shows 

their interactions. Complex 

approaches that take into ac-

count economic, political as 

well as cultural or societal fac-

tors, have been placed in the 

centre of the chart, while 

more technically differentiated 

theories have been placed in 

the margins.  

At the end of the article, see a 

conclusion on the colour-

coded theoretical approa-

ches as applied to this 

topic. Further examples of 

application in: 

culture-politics.international 

https://www.culture-politics.international/topic-in-focus/
https://www.culture-politics.international/topic-in-focus/
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1. The „conspiracy theory“ is an external 

attribution intended for manipulation  

 

Since the beginning of the Corona crisis, media 

newsrooms have been dealing with so-called 

"conspiracy theories". This is understood in the 

popular sense to mean assumptions or hypothe-

ses that attempt "to explain a situation, an event 

or a development by means of a conspiracy" 

(wikipedia.de, 10.5.2021). From this definition of 

the term of a widely read internet platform it fol-

lows: The authors of such assumptions mostly do 

not refer themselves to a “theory” in the sense of 

a more complex set of ideas. They often just want 

withheld information on a particular issue to be 

disclosed or verified. They usually want to initiate 

a public discourse in which they can be heard. 

The term "conspiracy theory" is at first the for-

eign description of another, outside person. How-

ever, the latter does not adopt the role of a medi-

ator to take up the desire for a fair exchange of 

information and arguments. Rather, the use of 

this scientific-sounding term aims to cast doubt 

even before the assumptions made, whether pre-

sented by laypersons or experts, are examined 

and, in a second step, to push the author in ques-

tion out of the discourse. This often happens by 

discrediting his professional reputation or expos-

ing his personal weaknesses. 

Dealing with public criticism in this way not 

only contradicts the press code, with which jour-

nalists have committed themselves to truth and 

the preservation of human dignity (Pressekodex, 

11.9.2019). It is above all an instrument of author-

itarian systems to silence unpleasant critics. As 

reported by victims of the authoritarian socialist 

state of the GDR, the then former Ministry for 

State Security (MfS) regarded "politically undesir-

able citizens" as "opponents" or "enemies" whose 

individual dignity was to be destroyed. The Stasi 

worked not only with slander, rumours and intim-

idation. Fear, panic and confusion" as well as the 

destruction of personal relationships were also 

part of their arsenal (cf. Figure 2, demokratie-

statt-diktatur.de, 10.5.2021).  

However, the term "conspiracy theory" is not 

only used to discredit individuals. A second func-

tion affects research itself, especially the eco-

nomic and social sciences, and especially politi-

cal science. Because the subject of study are 

usually actors and their interests. Assumptions 

about needs and hierarchies of needs" are a pre-

requisite for researching them (Nohlen 1998: 280 

f.). The scientific analysis clearly distinguishes 

between "manifest and latent interests" (loc. cit.), 

i.e. it also wants to expose hidden levels and 

make them accessible to knowledge. This con-

cern is entirely in the service of democratic sys-

tems, whereas the catchword "conspiracy theory" 

renders relevant questions about actors and their 

hidden intentions implausible and ridiculous. 

Such an approach is not common in an open re-

search culture; ideally, scientific doubt comes 

first. Moreover, theories are not either "true or 

false". This binary logic is considered outdated 

even in today's age of quantum computers (zeit. 

de, 2.5.2014). Rather, science is always con-

cerned with the question of whether and to what 

extent theoretical models can explain reality. 

Some theories have a wide range, others are only 

valid under certain conditions, still others prove to 

be outdated, which does not make them "wrong" 

either. Finally, there are such complex hypothe-

ses that their verification requires a lot of money 

and a whole team of experts (cf. the topic of vac-

cine approval), so that results are even longer in 

coming. The most important thing, however, is 

that a free research culture is always character-

ised by a pluralism of theories: "Not the sequence 

and replacement of one paradigm by another [...],  

 

 

Figure 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Ministry for State Security (MfS) of the 

GDR and the Strategy of Decomposition:  

"’Decomposition' as a method of dealing with politi-

cally undesirable citizens emerged as an alternative 

strategy to avoid overt, legal prosecution. […]  

In the run-up to a planned 'decomposition', the Stasi 

looked for a person's weak points in order to take ac-

tion precisely there. These were explicitly aimed at 

destroying individual dignity. Depending on their ef-

fectiveness, the Stasi spread slanderous rumours, in-

timidated, interfered in the professional environment 

and private life, criminalised the actions of those af-

fected and organised massive interference in every-

day life. […] 

The writer and former political prisoner Jürgen Fuchs 

described the strategy of 'decomposition' as an 'at-

tack on the soul of that person'. The 'target person', 

the 'opponent' or the 'enemy', as the Stasi referred to 

people in the files, was to be unsettled by the Stasi's 

measures. They shouldn't be able to do anything 

other than deal with their collapsed lives. […] 

The aim of "decomposition" was to destroy self-confi-

dence. The Stasi wanted to create fear, panic and 

confusion, deprive its targets of the love and security 

of friends and family, provoke disappointment and 

dissatisfaction or achieve public stigmatisation. They 

wanted to destroy the constants of a human life step 

by step. […]” 

Source: Die Strategie der Zersetzung, in: Demokratie 
statt Diktatur, Stasi und die Menschenrechte, demokratie-
statt-diktatur.de, 10.5.2021 [Translation and highlighting 
blue: S.R.]. 

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Verschw%C3%B6rungstheorie
https://www.presserat.de/pressekodex.html?file=files/presserat/dokumente/download/Pressekodex.pdf
https://www.presserat.de/pressekodex.html?file=files/presserat/dokumente/download/Pressekodex.pdf
http://www.demokratie-statt-diktatur.de/
http://www.demokratie-statt-diktatur.de/
https://www.zeit.de/wissen/2014-04/surren-blinken-leben-quantencomputer/komplettansicht
https://www.zeit.de/wissen/2014-04/surren-blinken-leben-quantencomputer/komplettansicht
https://www.demokratie-statt-diktatur.de/stasi-und-die-menschenrechte/wuerde-des-menschen/#c16179
https://www.demokratie-statt-diktatur.de/stasi-und-die-menschenrechte/wuerde-des-menschen/#c16179
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but the plurality and competition of political-theo-

retical designs are the hallmark and stimulating 

element in the research process of political sci-

ence" (Nohlen 1995: 656). 

 

 

Figure 3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For this reason, the accusation of belonging to 

a "conspiracy theory" is rarely made by scientists. 

It is always journalists who want to give their 

doubts a scientific aura. Most of the time, the 

knowledge they have acquired is juxtaposed with 

the professional experience of skilled scientists. 

The mere attempt to assess a research topic that 

has been analytically conceived and worked on 

over months by means of a "fact check" carried 

out in a few hours or days shows incompetence 

and ignorance of scientific achievements. A clear, 

current example of this is the study by the physi-

cist Roland Wiesendanger on the origin of the 

Covid-19 virus, which is discussed here as an ex-

ample.   

On the very same day that the University of 

Hamburg announced the Wiesendanger study 

(uni-hamburg.de, 18.2.2021), the Second Ger-

man Television presented a "fact check" on this 

at 21:01. Two journalists headlined "Hamburg 

university spreads questionable theory" (zdf.de, 

18.3.2021) and accused the author of technical 

deficiencies already in the subtitle: "The sources: 

among others 'Focus', Twitter and Youtube." Ap-

parently, they hadn't read the foreword of the 

study, which had been uploaded to the network 

researchgate.net four days earlier. In it, the au-

thor reveals the concept, methods and objectives 

of his project: "The study is based on an interdis-

ciplinary scientific approach, i.e. not on an exclu-

sively subject-specific view, as well as on exten-

sive research using all conceivable sources of in-

formation." (14.2.2021, vgl. Wiesendanger 2021: 

3) For this purpose, he lists six different types, sci-

entific literature in first place, print, online and so-

cial media in second last place. The author adds: 

"The references to this study have been struc-

tured accordingly in order to achieve a clear dis-

tinction between primary scientific literature (with 

and without peer review) and published expres-

sions of opinion". (op. cit.) The journalists obvi-

ously picked out the opinions, so that the reader 

should doubt the seriousness of the study right at 

the beginning of the "fact check".  

The ZDF editorial staff used such dishonest 

methods not only to question the study itself but 

also the credibility of Roland Wiesendanger as a 

person. They claimed that they had conducted an 

interview with him in which he admitted not want-

ing to publish a scientific study: "His paper was 

'not intended for the scientific community, but for 

the public', he told ZDF heute." (zdf.de, 18.3.2021) 

However, these and other words have been put 

into his mouth and twisted with manipulative in-

tent, as reported by the author in the following 

words on the ZDF "fact check": "I was blown away 

Interview with Roland Wiesendanger on 

his study on the laboratory hypothesis: 

Question: […] What evidence have you collected and 

analysed that you have now come to this conclusion? 

Yes, on the one hand, these corona viruses that are 

triggering the current pandemic have special proper-

ties. They can dock particularly easily onto human 

cells and then penetrate them, so that very easy 

transmission from person to person can occur. And 

this is actually a characteristic that previous corona 

viruses did not yet have, i.e. corona viruses have trig-

gered pandemics or epidemics before, such as SARS 

and MERS. But in none of the cases has there been 

a global pandemic. These are indeed new properties 

that we have not previously seen in corona viruses. 

And the interesting thing is that there have been sci-

entific publications in the specialist literature describ-

ing, how a group of researchers from the Wuhan In-

stitute of Virology have carried out precisely such ex-

periments to make corona viruses more infectious, 

more dangerous and, unfortunately, as we have to 

see, also more deadly for humans. For ten years 

now, this so-called gain-of-gunction research has 

been the subject of criticism at the international level 

by many scientists, but also by politicians. Such re-

search was banned during the Barack Obama admin-

istration in the USA between 2014 and 2017 and was 

discussed by the German Bundestag and the Ger-

man Ethics Council as early as 2014 […] 

In this context, it is important to emphasise that scien-

tists already estimated in 2012 that there is an 80% 

risk of a global pandemic in the next 10 years, i.e. by 

2022, based on this dangerous gain-of-function re-

search. And we absolutely must prevent further pan-

demics from occurring in the future. This means that 

every scientist is in fact asked to contribute his 

knowledge and his possibilities to ensure that this 

topic is now really taken seriously from all sides and 

that, in the end, there is also public pressure. […] 

It is also extremely important for policy makers to 

know, was it a laboratory accident or was it a natural 

zoonosis [transmission from animal to human, S.R.]. 

Because the consequences and ultimately the deci-

sions that would have to be made would be com-

pletely different in both cases. [...] What is crucial for 

the future of our children and grandchildren is 

whether such pandemics will recur at regular inter-

vals, because the danger has not been averted. […] 

And in the end, one can still argue that it was a zoon-

osis. But the fact is that this high-risk gain-of-function 

research has done nothing at all to help us be better 

prepared for this global pandemic, that has become a 

reality. That means that we have to work towards 

banning this kind of research globally, as the US gov-

ernment has already done from 2014 to 2017." 

Source: Hamburger Professor sicher. „Corona kam doch 
aus einem Labor in Wuhan!“ in: bild.de, 18.2.2021 [Trans-
lation and highlighting blue: S.R.]. 

https://www.uni-hamburg.de/newsroom/presse/2021/pm8.html
https://www.zdf.de/nachrichten/politik/corona-labortheorie-universitaet-hamburg-100.html
https://www.zdf.de/nachrichten/politik/corona-labortheorie-universitaet-hamburg-100.html
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/349302406_Studie_zum_Ursprung_der_Coronavirus-Pandemie
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/349302406_Studie_zum_Ursprung_der_Coronavirus-Pandemie
https://www.zdf.de/nachrichten/politik/corona-labortheorie-universitaet-hamburg-100.html
https://www.bild.de/video/clip/news-ausland/hamburger-professor-sicher-corona-kam-aus-einem-labor-in-wuhan-75437824-75448176.bild.html
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because it contained nothing at all of what we had 

mainly talked about." (achgut.com, 16.3.2021) 

Moreover, he was not asked by the editors to re-

lease his quotes, as is otherwise customary in the 

media business. Thus, the accusation of technical 

deficiencies falls back on the two journalists 

themselves. 

Journalists who immediately jumped on the 

bandwagon are also partly responsible for this 

misconduct of the media. These include well-

known media companies such as Die Zeit (zeit. 

de, 19.2.2021), Stern (stern.de, 20.2.2021) or Ta-

gesspiegel (tagesspiegel. de, 20.2.2021). The 

news magazine Der Spiegel even adopts un-

checked the invented quotes of the ZDF journal-

ists and concludes that "here someone wants to 

provide a pseudo-scientific basis for conspiracy 

storytellers" (spiegel.de, 19.2.2021). Apparently, 

they are not aware that they are describing their 

own approach. But not only Der Spiegel calls 

Wiesendanger's publication "scientific non-

sense". Deutsche Welle's fact checkers also ex-

plain to their readers "Why the term 'study' does 

not fit here" (dw.com, 20.2.2021). They cite sci-

ence journalists as key witnesses. In other words, 

they use exactly the same kind of publication 

sources for which they dismiss Wiesendanger's 

study as non-scientific. 

Nevertheless, in this case there were journal-

ists who adhered to the press code, in addition to 

internet media (cf. achgut.com, 19.3.2021, tichys-

einblick.de, 19.3.2021) as well as the Bild-Zei-

tung. There Roland Wiesendanger had his say in 

detail in an interview (bild.de, 18.2.2021, cf. Fig-

ure 3). This gives the impression that the labora-

tory thesis on the origin of Covid-19 is being scan-

dalised because it affects sensitive security inter-

ests that also involve a lot of money: Chemical la-

boratories around the world are conducting gain-

of-function (GoF) research, producing new, ge-

netically engineered vaccines that could be used 

as dangerous biological weapons in other con-

texts. For years, there has been the danger of a 

"possible pandemic, caused by the accidental re-

lease of artificially created viruses from genetic 

engineering laboratories, with incalculable dan-

ger potential for mankind" (Wiesendanger 2021: 

52). Under international pressure, Barack Obama 

had banned this research in the United States. As 

a result, it was outsourced to the Wuhan Institute 

of Virology in China (p. 63), despite the known se-

curity deficiencies (p. 77).  

To support these claims, Wiesendanger has 

peppered his study with documents. When jour-

nalists make this formality the standard of their 

judgement instead of taking up and examining the 

explosive contents, it is disconcerting. For before 

and after the Wiesendanger study, there is en-

couragement from experts. Worth mentioning is 

the assessment of the French Luc Montagnier, 

winner of the Nobel Prize for Medicine in 2008 

and discoverer of the HI virus of the immunodefi-

ciency disease AIDS. In an interview a year ago, 

he already expressed the view that Covid-19 was 

artificially produced in a laboratory because tra-

ces of the HI virus can be detected in it (timesof-

india.indiatimes.com, 19.4.2020, cf. also: You-

tube, 5.1.2021). "Fact checkers" have again 

found its arguments to be "false" (correctiv. org, 

20.5.2020). The fact is, however, that the origin of 

Covid-19 has yet not been clarified. Only recently, 

the World Health Organisation (WHO) confirmed 

that there is no evidence for the favoured zoono-

sis theory (who.int, 26.3.2021). Therefore, 14 

states demanded independent investigations 

from China, taking into account all origin hypoth-

eses (zeit.de, 30.3.2021). In addition to the USA, 

Israel, Canada, Australia, Great Britain and Nor-

way, this initiative is supported by six EU member 

states, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Denmark, the 

Czech Republic and Slovenia (state.gov, 

30.3.2021).  

2. China‘s Covid-19 Policy in the Context 

of Maoism und Cultural Revolution  

The recent call by 14 countries for further inde-

pendent research to test the four hypotheses of 

origin is supported even by the Director-General 

of the WHO. Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus re-

marked on the findings of the investigation team’s 

report (WHO-China Study, 30.3.2021: 9) stating 

“that there was widespread contamination with 

SARS-CoV-2 in the Huanan market in Wuhan” 

(WHO DG, 30.3.2021). However, the role of ani-

mal markets is still unclear and the laboratory hy-

pothesis cannot be ruled out: „Let me say clearly 

that as far as WHO is concerned all hypotheses 

remain on the table.“ (op. cit.) He also confirmed 

that the team “expressed the difficulties they en-

countered in accessing raw data” and added: “I 

expect future collaborative studies to include 

more timely and comprehensive data sharing.” 

(op. cit.) 

While Western countries base their Corona 

policy on the two zoonosis hypotheses (with and 

without an intermediate host), China assumes 

that Covid-19 was transmitted through the "(cold) 

chain products", i.e. through frozen products. Be-

cause this last of the four hypotheses cannot be 

ruled out, Chinese health authorities claim on this 

basis that Covid-19 was imported from abroad 

(scmp.com, 10.2.2021). In this way, Beijing wants 

https://www.achgut.com/artikel/zitate_erfunden_das_schweigen_des_zdf
https://www.zeit.de/news/2021-02/19/erschrockenes-schweigen-zum-papier-ueber-pandemie-ursprung?utm_referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.de%2F
https://www.zeit.de/news/2021-02/19/erschrockenes-schweigen-zum-papier-ueber-pandemie-ursprung?utm_referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.de%2F
https://www.stern.de/gesundheit/thesenpapier-zum-coronavirus-ursprung--pr-desaster-fuer-die-uni-hamburg-30386516.html
https://www.tagesspiegel.de/wissen/mir-fehlte-kritische-reflexion-in-deutschland-hamburger-professor-bringt-eigene-uni-mit-corona-studie-in-erklaerungsnot/26934492.html
https://www.spiegel.de/wissenschaft/medizin/coronavirus-was-es-mit-der-kruden-corona-studie-der-uni-hamburg-auf-sich-hat-a-6aa5c644-dea3-4958-88cb-de8b3413c7aa
https://www.dw.com/de/faktencheck-studie-hamburg-coronavirus-labor-wuhan/a-56633526
https://www.achgut.com/artikel/roland_wiesendanger_und_der_stich_ins_wespennest
https://www.tichyseinblick.de/daili-es-sentials/streit-um-virus-herkunft-wissenschaftler-wirft-zdf-manipulation-vor/
https://www.tichyseinblick.de/daili-es-sentials/streit-um-virus-herkunft-wissenschaftler-wirft-zdf-manipulation-vor/
https://www.bild.de/video/clip/news-ausland/hamburger-professor-sicher-corona-kam-aus-einem-labor-in-wuhan-75437824-75448176.bild.html
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/349302406_Studie_zum_Ursprung_der_Coronavirus-Pandemie
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/coronavirus-man-made-in-wuhan-lab-nobel-laureate/articleshow/75227989.cms
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/coronavirus-man-made-in-wuhan-lab-nobel-laureate/articleshow/75227989.cms
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hZ8LEc4S4ug
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hZ8LEc4S4ug
https://correctiv.org/faktencheck/2020/05/20/nein-in-sars-cov-2-wurden-nicht-im-labor-sequenzen-von-hiv-eingefuegt/
https://correctiv.org/faktencheck/2020/05/20/nein-in-sars-cov-2-wurden-nicht-im-labor-sequenzen-von-hiv-eingefuegt/
https://apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/handle/10665/332197/WHO-2019-nCoV-FAQ-Virus_origin-2020.1-eng.pdf
https://www.zeit.de/news/2021-03/30/14-laender-zweifeln-an-qualitaet-von-who-studie-zu-corona
https://www.state.gov/joint-statement-on-the-who-convened-covid-19-origins-study/
https://www.state.gov/joint-statement-on-the-who-convened-covid-19-origins-study/
https://www.who.int/docs/default-source/coronaviruse/final-joint-report_origins-studies-6-april-201.pdf?sfvrsn=4f5e5196_1&download=true
https://www.who.int/director-general/speeches/detail/who-director-general-s-remarks-at-the-member-state-briefing-on-the-report-of-the-international-team-studying-the-origins-of-sars-cov-2
https://www.scmp.com/news/china/science/article/3121347/coronavirus-chinas-covid-19-origin-theory-includes-pig-heads-and
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to get Wuhan out of the headlines as the place of 

origin of the pandemic and divert attention from 

its own responsibility. The EU representation in 

China has already bowed to a corresponding cen-

sorship by the China Daily (sueddeutsche. de, 

6.5.2020), probably in order not to put any addi-

tional obstacles in the way of the investment 

agreement. But their " hasty obedience " is likely 

to have damaged the work of the international ex-

perts of the WHO Commission. Relevant data will 

only be accessible, however, if Chinese " mask 

diplomacy" (zeit.de, 20.3.2020) is confronted with 

critical questions.  

However, there is no reason to relativise hu-

man rights violations in consideration of economic 

interests (wiwo.de, 1.2.2021). On the one hand, 

the EU member states have their own liberal eco-

nomic and social systems at stake. On the other 

hand, with the outbreak of the Corona crisis, the 

Chinese government's repressive rule techniques 

have tightened drastically. On 23 January 2020, 

Beijing reacted overnight by locking off approxi-

mately 43 million people in the Hubei region. Be-

cause of the official 876 people infected with Co-

rona  and  26 deaths, the  authorities  closed  all 
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shops and stopped all air and train connections 

(n-tv.de, 24.1.2020). This extent of mass quaran-

tine was unprecedented in human history. There-

fore, foreign observers initially doubted that the 

population would be sufficiently supplied with 

food and medicine under these circumstances. 

Panic reactions for fear of infection were to be 

feared (sciencemediacenter.de, 24.1.2020).  

After a good 12 weeks, the Chinese govern-

ment lifted the quarantine over Hubei and an-

nounced the end of the pandemic in China a fur-

ther six months later (welt.de, 17.10.2020). At the 

same time, EU member states were preparing for 

a second wave and a further nationwide lock-

down, which has already lasted six months. Jour-

nalists from Western democracies explained this 

discrepancy in different ways. On-site correspon-

dents attributed the supposed success with an 

undertone of admiration to the rapid reaction of 

the authorities with lockdowns and mass tests: 

"Test immediately, don't wait for people to de-

velop symptoms." (tagesschau.de, 12.10.2020) 

The reader gets the impression that the authori-

tarian system has advantages because it does 

not have to take into account "personal liberties 

or data protection" (op. cit.). From a distance, 

journalists paint a different picture: "The coura-

geous Chinese citizen reporters who showed the 

chaos, suffering and desperation of the people at 

the beginning have long since been arrested or 

disappeared". (zdf.de, 22.11.2020) They report 

that the Chinese government is instrumentalising 

its hypothesis of an imported pandemic to stylise 

the fight against Corona into a competition of sys-

tems. 

Indeed, the positive reports about China make 

us forget the inhumane instruments the elites 

there use to keep themselves in power. For this 

reason, other regimes are covered with sanctions 

and wars by Western states, such as Iran, Rus-

sia, Libya and Syria. In the EU, 40 different sanc-

tion regimes are currently in force (dw.com, 

9.2.2021), including against Belarus "In response 

to the brutality of the Belarusian authorities and in 

support of the democratic rights of the Belarusian 

people” (europa.eu, 17.12.2020). This deeply in-

consistent behaviour of the EU's and many mem-

ber states' foreign (trade) policy relations be-

comes all the greater when one considers China's 

ruling ideology. Despite various reforms in the 

past decades, it has remained socialism. Article 1 

of the Constitution (1982) defines it as a "demo-

cratic dictatorship of the people" based "on the al-

liance of the workers and peasants" (Constitution 

1982, Art. 1 and Preambel). The other citizens of 

the state, such as the unemployed, the socially 

The State Council of the People’s Repub-

lic of China on the Social Credit System  

“[…] State Council Notice concerning Issuance of the 

Planning Outline for the Construction of a Social 

Credit System (2014-2020), 14.6.2015: 

[…] A social credit system is an important component 

part of the Socialist market economy system and the 

social governance system. It is founded on laws, reg-

ulations, standards and charters, it is based on a 

complete network covering the credit records of mem-

bers of society and credit infrastructure, it is sup-

ported by the lawful application of credit information 

and a credit services system, its inherent require-

ments are establishing the idea of an sincerity culture, 

and carrying forward sincerity and traditional virtues, 

[…]. 

Our country is currently in the assault phase of deep-

ening economic structural reform and perfecting the 

Socialist market economy system. The modern mar-

ket economy is a credit economy, establishing and 

completing an social credit system is an important 

step in rectifying and standardizing the market econ-

omy order, improving the market’s credit environ-

ment, […]. 

Budget controls must be strengthened in government 

revenues and expenses, and transparency raised. 

Strengthen and perfect mass supervision and public 

opinion supervision mechanisms. […] 

Source: State Council Notice concerning Issuance of the 
Planning Outline for the Construction of a Social Credit 
System (2014-2020), State Council, 14 June 2014 
[Translation and highlighting blue: S.R.]. 

https://www.sueddeutsche.de/politik/coronavirus-china-eu-zensur-1.4899179?print=true
https://www.sueddeutsche.de/politik/coronavirus-china-eu-zensur-1.4899179?print=true
https://www.zeit.de/politik/ausland/2020-03/coronakrise-china-hilfsgueter-italien-usa-coronavirus-covid-19
https://www.wiwo.de/politik/europa/welt-wirtschaft-die-eu-kann-beim-thema-menschrechte-in-china-den-hebel-ansetzen/26872152.html
https://www.n-tv.de/panorama/China-riegelt-13-Staedte-wegen-Virus-ab-article21530718.html
https://www.sciencemediacenter.de/alle-angebote/rapid-reaction/details/news/quarantaene-massnahmen-in-china/
https://www.welt.de/politik/ausland/plus217978008/Ende-der-Pandemie-Chinas-sorgloses-Corona-Erwachen.html
https://www.tagesschau.de/ausland/china-corona-137.html
file:///D:/Lexar/Universität/Website/W%20FPK/W%20FPK%202021/FPK%202021_6_Kulturrevolution%20de/Die%20mutigen%20chinesischen%20Bürgerreporter,%20die%20das%20Chaos,%20das%20Leid%20und%20die%20Verzweiflung%20der%20Menschen%20am%20Anfang%20zeigten,%20sind%20längst%20verhaftet%20oder%20verschwunden
https://p.dw.com/p/3p7I8
https://p.dw.com/p/3p7I8
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2020/12/17/belarus-eu-imposes-third-round-of-sanctions-over-ongoing-repression/
https://china.usc.edu/constitution-peoples-republic-china-1982
https://china.usc.edu/constitution-peoples-republic-china-1982
https://chinacopyrightandmedia.wordpress.com/2014/06/14/planning-outline-for-the-construction-of-a-social-credit-system-2014-2020/
https://chinacopyrightandmedia.wordpress.com/2014/06/14/planning-outline-for-the-construction-of-a-social-credit-system-2014-2020/
https://chinacopyrightandmedia.wordpress.com/2014/06/14/planning-outline-for-the-construction-of-a-social-credit-system-2014-2020/
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weak, providers of knowledge ("intellectuals") or 

artists, are disadvantaged according to this prin-

ciple or must subordinate themselves to it. In ad-

dition, there is the "principle of democratic cen-

tralism" (Art. 3) " under the leadership of the Com-

munist Party of China and the guidance of Marx-

ism-Leninism and Mao Zedong Thought" (Pream-

ble). Article 28 is also worth mentioning: anyone 

who questions the dominant role of the socialist 

economy will be punished and re-educated.  

China's socialist system is thus still in the tra-

dition of Maoist ideology, which is comparable to 

Soviet-style Stalinism. That is why the process of 

de-Stalinisation in the former Eastern Bloc from 

1956 onwards led to a break with China, which 

had remained Maoist. Doch die Reformversuche 

in Osteuropa bedrohten allmählich auch Maos 

Führungsrolle. But the reform attempts in Eastern 

Europe gradually threatened Mao's leadership 

role. In reaction to his marginalisation, he sparked 

a cultural revolution from 1966 onwards (Erler, 

Kernig 1969), which was to end only with his 

death ten years later. Even though there is still no 

reliable data because this historical period is ta-

booed by Chinese historiography, Western sour-

ces estimate the death toll at 1.7 million and the 

number of political persecutees in the tens of mil-

lions (Leese, 6.6.2016: 7). 

Some parallels to today's Chinese Corona pol-

icy are thought-provoking. Even then, Wuhan 

played an important role as an industrial metrop-

olis. In the early phase of the Cultural Revolution 

(bpb.de, 6.6.2016), there was a showdown be-

tween two rival camps of the CCP, so that Mao 

had to fear a loss of control. Today, historians 

state: "The Wuhan Incident ushered in the final 

period of the Cultural Revolution that can be de-

scribed as 'radical'." (Leese 2016: 66) Long years 

of state repression followed (op. cit.: 76f.). Mao's 

role is also comparable to that of Xi Jingping, the 

current Chairman of the CCP (since 2012) and 

President of China (2013). While he shares the 

title of "supreme leader" with some predecessors, 

he secured the privilege of an unlimited time in 

office at the People's Congress in 2018, just like 

Mao (sueddeutsche. de, 11.3.2018). 

Similar to the goals of the Chinese Cultural 

Revolution, Xi Jingping also relies on a perma-

nent "improvement" of the socialist system 

through a mobilisation of the masses. He himself 

had been socialised at that time, i.e. he was one 

of the young people who were first incited against 

supposedly corrupt party cadres and then sent by 

the regime to the countryside for re-education 

(focus.de, 19.6.2016, bpb.de, 7.8.2008, zeit.de, 

11.5.2016). But today's party elite does not mobi-

lise the masses to use open violence against re-

gime critics, rather it uses structural violence: In 

June 2014, the State Council decided to introduce 

a social credit system by 2020. Officially, it serves 

to "establish the idea of a sincerity culture" with 

the aim of fighting corruption in the country and 

building a "harmonious socialist society" (State 

Council, 14.6.2014, cf. Figure 4). But after only 

five years, it has turned into a system of social 

control under state supervision that electronically 

monitors the population across the board. 

As the Chinese State Council documents 

clearly show, this concept is built on two basic as-

sumptions: Firstly, the modern market economy 

is a credit economy and secondly, politics can 

correct and unify this market economy order by 

transferring this economic principle to the entire 

socialist society. This is exactly the self-image of 

the Chinese type of "socialist market economy". 

This distinguishes it from similar models in the for-

mer Yugoslavia or the states of the former East-

ern Bloc in one important point: While reformers 

like the Czechoslovakian Ota Šik combined the 

socialist market economy with a democratisation  
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Kai Schrittmatter:  

Die Neuerfindung der Diktatur. Wie China den digita-

len Überwachungsstaat aufbaut und uns damit her-

ausfordert [The Reinvention of Dictatorship. How 

China is building the digital surveillance state and 

challenging us with it], Munich 2018, quote, p. 184: 

Huang Chunhui, Director of the Office  

for Creditworthiness on the pilot project 

in Rongcheng, in northeast China:   

"Director Huang takes a sheet, draws an egg, quickly 

cuts the top and then the bottom of the egg. ‘This is 

society, he says: At the top, the model citizens. And 

at the bottom, those we have to educate.’ 

Then he explains the system. Every company and 

every citizen in China takes part. Everyone is rated. 

At any time. In Rongcheng, every citizen receives a 

points account and starts with 1000 points. Then he 

can improve. Or worsen. He can be upgraded or 

downgraded. You can be a AAA citizen (a 'model of 

honesty', for which you need more than 1050 points). 

Or an AA ('Excellent Honesty', with 1030 to 1049 

points). You can also slip to a C with less than 849 

points, 'warning level'. Or even a D with less than 599 

points, then the system has identified you as 'dishon-

est'. If so, your name is blacklisted, the public is in-

formed about you, and you become an 'object of sig-

nificant surveillance'. This is what it says in the man-

ual of 'Administrative Measures on the Trustworthi-

ness of Natural Persons' of Rongcheng Municipal 

Government." 

Note: [Highlighting blue: S.R.].  

https://www.bpb.de/shop/zeitschriften/apuz/228479/kulturrevolution
https://www.bpb.de/shop/zeitschriften/apuz/228479/kulturrevolution
https://www.sueddeutsche.de/politik/china-xi-jinping-praesident-auf-lebenszeit-1.3901314
https://www.focus.de/politik/ausland/staats-und-parteichef-xi-jinping-geschickter-strippenzieher-unter-druck-so-tickt-chinas-maechtigster-mann_id_5613653.html
https://www.bpb.de/internationales/asien/china/44259/mythos-mao?p=all
https://www.zeit.de/politik/ausland/2016-05/china-kulturrevolution-50-jahre/komplettansicht
https://www.zeit.de/politik/ausland/2016-05/china-kulturrevolution-50-jahre/komplettansicht
https://chinacopyrightandmedia.wordpress.com/2014/06/14/planning-outline-for-the-construction-of-a-social-credit-system-2014-2020/
https://chinacopyrightandmedia.wordpress.com/2014/06/14/planning-outline-for-the-construction-of-a-social-credit-system-2014-2020/
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of state and economy in the Prague Spring (cf. 

Figure 1), the Chinese model aims to improve and 

complete the existing authoritarianism. With tech-

nological help, the ruling elite is even reaching for 

totalitarian power over the entire country for this 

purpose (cf. also chapter 4). What else can the 

goal of "perfect mass supervision and public opin-

ion supervision" (cf. Figure 4) mean?   

Covid-19 played into the government's hands 

in setting up such a social credit system. Accord-

ing to recent research, it has proved to be "a very 

flexible tool" to implement the new "pandemic-re-

lated regulations", especially in the current crisis 

(merics.org, 3.3.2021: 1). Citizens were black-

listed for not wearing a mask or for causing panic 

by filming an emergency operation (op. cit., p. 

16). However, this publication by a China Institute 

in Germany is less interested in the social conse-

quences, but on the contrary recommends im-

provements to the social credit system. The pri-

vate technology sector, for example, is not yet in-

cluded, but has its own programmes, such as 

Alibaba, to determine the trustworthiness of its 

customers (p. 1). It is unclear whether the Chi-

nese government has taken any notice of this. In 

fact, Jack Ma, the founder of Alibaba and one of 

China's richest entrepreneurs, has recently fallen 

out of favour, so that his disappearance over sev-

eral months has triggered much speculation 

(manager-magazin.de, 15.3.2021). 

Amnesty International has documented in 

more detail what really happened in China at the 

beginning of the lockdown in early 2020. The gov-

ernment's plans proved to be inconsistent and 

created new problems. Thus, the stop of all traffic 

obstructed the access to hospitals. Censorship 

and control of important information further unset-

tled people and made necessary corrective 

measures more difficult. The disclosure of per-

sonal data increased the fear of persecution and 

discrimination and triggered panic reactions 

(Amnesty.ch, 7.2.2020). They were justified, as 

arrests of government critics show. In mid-2020, 

Xu Zhangrun, a professor of law at Peking Uni-

versity, was arrested after he challenged the Co-

rona measures (handelsblatt.com, 6.7.2020). 

This includes the approval of insufficiently tested 

vaccines. In view of the great social and ideolog-

ical pressure, it can be assumed that mass vac-

cination will hardly be based on the principle of 

voluntariness (newsweek.com, 31.3.2021).  

The free will of citizens apparently plays little 

role even in the conduct of scientific studies. A 

few weeks after the lockdown in Hubei ended, al-

most all 10 million inhabitants of the regional cap-

ital Wuhan were tested. Even if the principle of 

voluntariness was probably not observed, the re-

search question of this screening program is ad-

mittedly of great importance – to this day. It was 

to examine the risk of infection posed by people 

who tested positive for covid-19 but showed no 

symptoms. The research results were probably 

already known to the Chinese authorities in the 

early summer of 2020, but they were not pub-

lished until the end of 2020 (Cao, Gan, Wang, 

20.11.2020). Thereafter, patients without symp-

toms of disease would hardly transmit the virus 

Esanum.de, 16.12.2020). Despite this crucial in-

sight - which China has apparently accepted and 

stopped further lockdowns – the hypothesis re-

mains in the Western media that people tested 

positive without symptoms pose a great danger 

(DAZ, 26.2.2021).  

Social science research cannot answer this 

technical question, but it can point to the need for 

a discourse between experts. In mid-2020, the 

WHO already reported on the Wuhan tests. Jour-

nalists from major media houses, however, took 

over the discourse (spiegel.de, 9.6.2020). They 

cast doubt on the expertise of Maria van Ker-

khove, head of the WHO's emergency pro-

gramme, so that the opinion persisted that those 

tested positively without symptoms "may have a 

significant influence on the occurrence of infec-

tion of the Corona pandemic" (aerztezeitung.de, 

11.6.2020). The research network Correktiv also 

described the WHO expert's statement as a "mis-

understanding". At the end of the newspaper re-

port is it stated "that transmission by asymptomat-

ically infected persons is rare but possible" and "it 

is difficult to investigate further transmission of the 

virus by infected persons without symptoms" 

(correctiv.org, 17.7.2020). This journalistic re-

search leads to the question of who is allowed to 

label a person without symptoms as "sick" or as a 

possible virus carrier, the doctor or the state bu-

reaucracy? Chapter 5 returns to this socio-politi-

cally relevant topic. 

3. Modern Monetary Theory (MMT) advi-

ses money printing in the Corona crisis 

On the surface, the pandemic has nothing to do 

with Modern Monetary Theory (MMT), but it is 

crucial to understanding economic policy mea-

sures in the current Corona crisis. The following 

is not an economic assessment of the central hy-

pothesis of the theory. Rather, its socio-political 

relevance is to be discussed, from which several 

fundamental research questions arise. Such an 

analysis seems necessary because economists 

use their expertise to comment on social issues 

without taking due account of the experience of 

https://merics.org/sites/default/files/2021-03/MERICS%20ChinaMonitor%2067%20Social%20Credit%20System%20final2.pdf
https://www.manager-magazin.de/unternehmen/alibaba-gruender-jack-ma-ist-unsichtbar-aber-nicht-untaetig-a-5bea88d0-8e8c-41fd-87a2-2e4cc32ff116
https://www.amnesty.ch/de/laender/asien-pazifik/china/dok/2020/wie-das-coronavirus-menschenrechte-bedroht
https://www.handelsblatt.com/politik/international/xu-zhangrun-nach-corona-kritik-chinas-polizei-nimmt-regierungskritiker-fest/25980284.html?ticket=ST-4838030-B5dudNxU4J1m3b9hpoav-ap3
https://www.newsweek.com/china-forcing-people-take-vaccines-against-their-wishes-reports-suggest-1580116
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-020-19802-w
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-020-19802-w
https://www.esanum.de/today/posts/covid-19-asymptomatisch-infizierte-uebertragen-corona-selten
https://www.deutsche-apotheker-zeitung.de/news/artikel/2021/02/26/haelfte-der-covid-19-infektionen-kommt-von-menschen-ohne-symptome
https://www.spiegel.de/wissenschaft/medizin/coronavirus-who-aeussert-sich-zu-asymptomatischen-faellen-bei-covid-19-a-37df9365-07cb-437f-ab78-b8537c0ac7d6
https://www.aerztezeitung.de/Nachrichten/Fast-jeder-zweite-SARS-CoV-2-Infizierte-symptomlos-410250.html
https://www.aerztezeitung.de/Nachrichten/Fast-jeder-zweite-SARS-CoV-2-Infizierte-symptomlos-410250.html
https://correctiv.org/faktencheck/2020/07/17/nein-die-who-hat-nicht-verkuendet-dass-covid-19-infizierte-ohne-symptome-das-virus-nicht-uebertragen-koennen/
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the social sciences. There is often a lack of will to 

distinguish between politics and political science. 

Conversely, one can agree with the criticism that 

many social scientists neglect economic interre-

lationships. This deficit applies all the more to Eu-

ropean studies, which in recent years has be-

come a discipline of administrative science and 

evades controversial topics of economists and 

political scientists. This chapter aims to show that 

such interdisciplinary cooperation is necessary to 

tackle the Corona crisis. 

For about a quarter of a century ago, American 

economists developed the so-called Modern 

Monetary Theory (MMT), which aims to solve the 

problem of excessive government debt. Accord-

ing to this approach, one could abandon the high 

economic principle that a balanced state budget 

is the guarantor of price stability. Even high bor-

rowing would not automatically create the risk of 

inflation. Provided that a state has its own cur-

rency and interest rates are below the percentage 

growth of its annual economic growth, it can use 

money creation as an instrument of economic and 

fiscal policy. By losing its function as a main 

source of revenue, taxation becomes an instru-

ment of wealth redistribution. This would limit the 

money supply in the real economy and prevent 

price increases (handelsblatt.com, 16.3.2021). 

Until the outbreak of the Corona crisis, this the-

ory led a marginal existence. Only in the current 

situation, in which the governments' money short-

age is worsening, that is getting more attention. 

This is due to the fact that their representatives 

are politically engaged or seek proximity to deci-

sion-makers in their governments. This raises all 

the more questions about the quality of this theory 

and makes publications on it vulnerable to inter-

est-driven exploitation. For example, the well-

known US representative of MMT, Stephanie Kel-

ton, belonged since 2016 to the team of advisors 

of Senator Bernie Sanders, who had repeatedly 

applied for the presidential candidacy of the Dem-

ocrats. The fact that he was not able to succeed 

was due, among other things, to the still limited 

acceptance of this new theory at that time (wat-

son.ch, 5.3.2019).  

Republicans, in contrast, largely reject it. The 

national debt exceeded the 20 trillion US dollar 

mark in Donald Trump's first year in office. How-

ever, the US government was able to curb the in-

crease in the following two years. It was not until 

the onset of the Corona crisis from March 2020 

that the fiscal deficit jumped by about 5 trillion in 

2019 to currently 28.1 trillion US dollars (statista. 

com, 7.4.2021 and trumpwhitehouse.archives. 

gov, 22.4.2021, cf. Figure 6). Since the change of  

Figure 6 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

Stephanie Kelton on Modern Monetary  

Theory. Money is there to be created 

US economist Stephanie Kelton is convinced that a 

state can spend as much money as it wants if it has 

its own currency. A conversation about mistakes 

made by politicians and the real meaning of taxes.  

Interview by Claus Hulverscheidt, in:  

sueddeutsche.de, 16.12.2018 

[…] I beg your pardon? The state cannot simply raise 

pensions because fewer and fewer employees have 

to finance more and more retirees. The treasury is 

empty, so the pension level is falling in many places. 

And that is exactly nonsense. In countries with their 

own currency, the government can pay pensioners as 

much as it wants, because it has a monopoly on cre-

ating money. It can also renovate as many roads, 

build as many kindergartens and order as many air-

craft carriers as it wants. Inflation only occurs when 

the economy is not innovative and productive enough 

to fulfil all the wishes. […] 

What about the principle that the state can only spend 

as much as it receives through taxes and loans? 

Wrong again. That may be how it works with private 

individuals, but not with a state. The US government 

doesn't need tax revenues to buy an aircraft carrier. It 

simply seeks approval from Congress and then in-

structs the Fed to push a button and change a few 

numbers on an armaments company's account. End. 

[…] 

Wait, this is confusing: if taxes aren't used to fund the 

state, what are they used for? 

The state uses taxes to withdraw part of the money 

that it feeds into the economy through its monopoly. 

In this way, he prevents too many dollars from being 

in circulation and causing inflation. 

Taxes are not a financial instrument, but an instru-

ment to combat inflation? 

Exactly. They first give the money a value and then 

secure it. They are also suitable for redistributing as-

sets and providing incentives for people to stop smok-

ing, for example. But all this has nothing to do with 

generating income. […]  

[Italics: SZ questions, highlighting blue: S.R.].  
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trumpwhitehouse.archives.gov, 22.4.2021 

The US Federal Debt at the End of Year  

(1940–2025) in Million US Dollars 

https://www.handelsblatt.com/politik/international/modern-monetary-theory-eine-neue-geldtheorie-spaltet-die-wirtschaft/24108180.html?ticket=ST-669651-WTigGgMaQFR9aW4m6OQP-ap1
https://www.watson.ch/wirtschaft/analyse/447118582-mmt-oder-wie-wir-lernten-die-staatsschulden-zu-lieben
https://www.watson.ch/wirtschaft/analyse/447118582-mmt-oder-wie-wir-lernten-die-staatsschulden-zu-lieben
https://de.statista.com/statistik/daten/studie/187893/umfrage/staatsverschuldung-der-usa-monatswerte/#professional
https://de.statista.com/statistik/daten/studie/187893/umfrage/staatsverschuldung-der-usa-monatswerte/#professional
https://trumpwhitehouse.archives.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/hist07z1_fy21.xlsx
https://trumpwhitehouse.archives.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/hist07z1_fy21.xlsx
https://www.sueddeutsche.de/wirtschaft/stephanie-kelton-interview-1.4251865?reduced=true
https://trumpwhitehouse.archives.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/hist07z1_fy21.xlsx
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government in early 2021, the republicans' criti-

cism of MMT has been directed at the new presi-

dent, Joe Biden. On 25 March 2021, Republican 

MP Kevin Hern introduced a resolution in the 

House of Representatives condemning MMT as a 

"recipe for hyper-inflation, higher deficits, and 

higher taxes" (hern.house.gov, 25.3.2021). How-

ever, it can be assumed that the USA will remain 

on the debt course. Shortly after taking office, 

Biden launched a new USD 1.9 trillion aid pro-

gramme, which the Federal Reserve Bank (Fed) 

will largely realise through the purchase of US 

bonds (flossbachvonstorch.de, 9.2.2021, die-

stadtredaktion.de, 10.4.2021).  

MMT representatives realise the current Co-

rona crisis as an opportunity for their approach. 

They offer policy-makers the scientific legitimacy 

to keep printing new money without an upper 

limit. They literally take the burden off their shoul-

ders of constantly having to justify themselves to 

a critical public. In the last financial crisis in 2008, 

a broad audience had to learn that since the gold 

standard was dissolved on 15.8.1971 (welt.de, 

15.8.2011, Figure 6), there is no longer any colla-

teral behind our monetary system and the banks 

create money by granting loans, inter alia (Weik, 

Friedrich 2012, stuttgarter-zeitung.de, 13.5.2016). 

MMT has pulled the teeth out of these analyses, 

including many reform proposals and alternatives 

to the existing system (vollgeld-initiative.ch). Ac-

cordingly there is nothing to criticise because the 

creation of money is not a curse but a blessing for 

today's economies (zeit.de, 15.4.2019).  

Many media contribute to the popularisation of 

MMT by transporting the complex scientific appa-

ratus underlaid with mathematical formulas into 

simple messages. These simultaneously appeal 

to different groups of voters, conservative as well 

as progressive, and right-wing as well as left-

wing. This is a temptation for politicians, espe-

cially before elections, which they can hardly re-

sist, especially since the argumentation is made 

to suit them. Stephanie Kelton, the symbolic fig-

ure of MMT in the USA, gave astonishingly simple 

answers to difficult questions in the run-up to the 

presidential elections: If the US government 

needs money for an aircraft carrier, it's no prob-

lem: "It simply seeks approval from Congress and 

then instructs the Fed to push a button" (sued-

deutsche.de, 16.12.2018, cf. Figure 6). If seniors 

complain about too low pension incomes or par-

ents about too few kindergartens, she recom-

mends the same formula: The government " can 

also renovate as many roads, build as many kin-

dergartens and order as many aircraft carriers as 

it wants". (op. cit.) 

This leads to the exciting question of the con-

nection between the outbreak of the Corona crisis 

and the rising popularity of MMT. For it needs to 

be explained why the governments of the world's 

strongest economies shut down their economies 

overnight. There were neither risk analyses nor 

hearings of experts in advance, let alone public 

debates on the goals, instruments and duration of 

such a lockdown. There was a time window for 

necessary preparations between mid-January 

and mid-March 2020, i.e. between the start of the 

pandemic in China and the WHO decision to clas-

sify Covid-19 as a global threat. Would the EU 

member states have sought alternatives to the 

lockdown if there had been no MMT that allowed 

them to take such high economic and financial 

risks?  

Here, too, Stephanie Kelton wants to enlighten 

the public. In an interview she explains that the 

euro was born with a birth defect because the 

Maastricht Treaty (1992) stipulates a separation 

between monetary and budgetary policy. Accord-

ing to this, the finances of the member states are 

a national responsibility, while the supranational 

EU level watches over monetary policy. This con-

struction is criticised by many experts today (fo-

cus.de, 4.1.2019), but they are making various re-

form proposals. Kelton believes that the presi-

dents of the European Central Bank (ECB), Mario 

Draghi (2011-19) and Christine Lagarde (from 

2019) have already reacted correctly: "The emer-

gency purchase programme for bonds of public 

and private borrowers, which the ECB decided at 

the end of March 2020 to cushion the conse-

quences of the pandemic for the economy, links 

monetary and fiscal policy" zeit.de, 11.12.2020. In 

doing so, however, it justifies the breach of the EU 

treaties. 

Even if a year later the ECB's bond purchase 

programme is described and justified as a "Co-

rona reconstruction fund" (faz.net, 26.3.2021), it 

remains a violation of the current legal situation. 

This is documented in detail by the constitutional 

complaint of over 2800 citizens (buendnis-buer-

gerwille.de). Besides these legal details, contra-

dictions in the sequence of important decisions in 

March 2020 are also interesting: The ECB al-

ready officially announced on 4.3.2020 that it had 

taken first "precautionary operational measures 

to mitigate the potential risks associated with the 

spread of the coronavirus, COVID-19" (ECB, 

13.3.2020). On 12.3.2020, the ECB Governing 

Council then decided on the aforementioned 

"comprehensive package of monetary policy 

measures" (ECB, 12.2.2020), which the Euro-

pean Commission announced one day later as a 

https://hern.house.gov/news/documentsingle.aspx?DocumentID=315
https://www.flossbachvonstorch.de/de/news/noch-mehr-geld-auf-pump/
https://www.die-stadtredaktion.de/2021/04/rubriken/umwelt/joe-biden-und-die-modern-monetary-theory-klimalistebw/
https://www.die-stadtredaktion.de/2021/04/rubriken/umwelt/joe-biden-und-die-modern-monetary-theory-klimalistebw/
https://www.welt.de/finanzen/article13546275/Vor-40-Jahren-begann-die-Aera-des-Gelddruckens.html
https://www.welt.de/finanzen/article13546275/Vor-40-Jahren-begann-die-Aera-des-Gelddruckens.html
https://www.stuttgarter-zeitung.de/inhalt.interview-mit-den-bestseller-autoren-marc-friedrich-und-matthias-weik-der-pervertierte-finanzkapitalismus-ist-destruktiv.8ecafc8d-7c18-49e6-b165-43eec8c2560e.html
https://www.vollgeld-initiative.ch/
https://www.zeit.de/wirtschaft/2019-04/investitionen-moderne-geldtheorie-schulden-wohlstand-5vor8/komplettansicht
https://www.sueddeutsche.de/wirtschaft/stephanie-kelton-interview-1.4251865?reduced=true
https://www.sueddeutsche.de/wirtschaft/stephanie-kelton-interview-1.4251865?reduced=true
https://www.focus.de/finanzen/boerse/kein-grund-zum-feiern-zum-20-geburtstag-des-euro-sind-konstruktionsfehler-offensichtlicher-denn-je_id_10143223.html
https://www.focus.de/finanzen/boerse/kein-grund-zum-feiern-zum-20-geburtstag-des-euro-sind-konstruktionsfehler-offensichtlicher-denn-je_id_10143223.html
https://www.zeit.de/2020/52/stephanie-kelton-oekonomie-politik-geschichte-geld-wirtschaftswissenschaft
https://www.faz.net/aktuell/politik/inland/bundesverfassungsgericht-stoppt-corona-aufbaufonds-der-eu-17265145.html
https://buendnis-buergerwille.de/verfassungsbeschwerde-2/
https://buendnis-buergerwille.de/verfassungsbeschwerde-2/
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/press/govcdec/otherdec/2020/html/ecb.gc200313~24bd0fa810.en.html
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/press/govcdec/otherdec/2020/html/ecb.gc200313~24bd0fa810.en.html
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/press/pr/date/2020/html/ecb.mp200312~8d3aec3ff2.en.html
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"coordinated economic response to the COVID 

19 Outbreak" (EU-Commission, 13.3.2020). By 

then, only four EU members had decided on a 

lockdown, namely Italy and Austria (9 and 10 

March 2020) and the two countries outside the 

euro area Poland and Hungary (11 March 2020). 

Apparently, only the announcement of Corona aid 

could convince the other states of such drastic 

measures (Riedel 6/2020: 16).  

Sweden, which has so far waived a lockdown, 

remained an exception. It may have resisted the 

temptation of money printing by the ECB because 

it is not part of the euro area. This aspect is sig-

nificant, after all, MMT representatives in the USA 

as well as in Germany point out that only states 

with their own currency can get into such debt 

(Ehnts/Paetz 2021: 200): As a currency monopo-

list, the state can withdraw the money put into cir-

culation again via taxes and thus prevent inflation 

(sueddeutsche.de, 16.12.2018). At this point, one 

waits in vain for the decisive hint that the euro 

area can actually only apply MMT once it has first 

communitarised fiscal policy. At present, how-

ever, there is rather a tendency towards tax 

dumping: "Countries like Ireland, Luxembourg or 

the Netherlands have attracted international cor-

porations with lucrative tax models." (die presse. 

com, 17.7.2020) And according to the ruling of the 

European Court of Justice of 15.7.2020, this is 

also completely legal (dejure.org). The danger of 

inflation of the euro is therefore not over. There is 

a threat of tax increases or spending cuts 

(welt.de, 6.10.2020, Figure 7). 

For this reason, it remains necessary to exam-

ine opposing measures in order to minimise the 

risks of this historical experiment. The argument 

that the US experience in dealing with high public 

debt cannot simply be transferred to other coun-

tries gives rise to thought. The US dollar enjoys a 

privileged position because, despite competition 

from the euro and the yuan, it is still the world's 

most important reserve currency, and many coun-

tries have aligned themselves with it (Huber 

5/2019). Because they either have their own cur-

rency pegged to the US dollar or are indebted in 

a foreign currency, MMT is out of the question for 

them. On the contrary, it is precisely in times of 

crisis like today in the Corona Crisis that this great 

financial dependence takes its revenge. Worries 

about payment defaults have caused "almost 30 

per cent of capital to flow out of emerging econo-

mies worldwide since the beginning of the year 

[2020]" (dw.com, 23.10.2020). This has triggered 

a currency collapse in Turkey, Brazil and South 

Africa that is affecting the very existence of these 

countries. 

Figure 7 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thomas Mayer: 

MMT as the new monetary policy. The 
ECB has voluntarily submitted to politics  

„[…] Of course, those responsible would reject it, but 

in fact the ECB and other large central banks have 

switched their monetary policy strategy to the "Mod-

ern Monetary Theory" (MMT) that has become fash-

ionable in the USA. 

The name of this concept is misleading, because it is 

neither "modern" nor a "monetary theory". What is 

meant is the old-fashioned practice of financing the 

state with the printing press. According to MMT's 

ideas, the central bank should create money for the 

state, which then circulates it through its spending. 

The ECB has already taken the first step by buying 

bonds from euro states worth around 2.7 trillion eu-

ros. According to the wishes of Lagarde and Schna-

bel, the states should distribute the money to the peo-

ple in a second step. 

Since the distribution of money is not so easy without 

effective organisation, it sometimes does not flow as 

quickly as desired. But supplies from the central bank 

are provided for, and in the end there will be no short-

age of willing borrowers. 

In contrast to old-style monetary state financing, in 

MMT the state is supposed to prevent an inflationary 

expansion of the money supply by reducing spending 

or raising taxes after the inflation target has been 

reached. 

Then less fresh money would come into circulation. 

That is the theory. But politicians have hardly ever 

been capable of such discipline – which is why they 

have removed the central banks from their access in 

order to commit themselves. If the central bankers 

lure the politicians back onto the path of monetary 

state financing, they destroy this self-binding. 

The architects of the monetary union have set up 

strong firewalls between politics and the ECB. They 

did not expect the ECB to submit to politics of its own 

free will. 

Thomas Mayer is Founding Director of the Flossbach 

von Storch Research Institute and Professor at the 

University of Witten/Herdecke 

Source: welt.de, 6.10.2020  
[Translation and highlighting blue: S.R.].  
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https://eur-lex.europa.eu/resource.html?uri=cellar:91687006-6524-11ea-b735-01aa75ed71a1.0001.02/DOC_1&format=PDF
https://www.culture-politics.international/wp-content/uploads/ONLINE%20ZEITSCHRIFT/FPK_Corona-Crisis_6-2020.pdf
https://www.wirtschaftsdienst.eu/pdf-download/jahr/2021/heft/3/beitrag/wie-finanzieren-wir-die-corona-schulden.html
https://www.sueddeutsche.de/wirtschaft/stephanie-kelton-interview-1.4251865?reduced=true
https://www.diepresse.com/5840844/ein-urteil-das-steuerdumping-in-der-eu-legalisiert
https://www.diepresse.com/5840844/ein-urteil-das-steuerdumping-in-der-eu-legalisiert
https://dejure.org/dienste/vernetzung/rechtsprechung?Gericht=EuG&Datum=15.07.2020&Aktenzeichen=T-892%2F16
https://www.welt.de/wirtschaft/article216886830/Geldpolitik-Schwenk-zur-MMT-gefaehrdet-Unabhaengigkeit-der-EZB.html
https://vollgeld.page/mmt-falsche-verheissung
https://vollgeld.page/mmt-falsche-verheissung
https://p.dw.com/p/3kJy0
https://www.welt.de/wirtschaft/article216886830/Geldpolitik-Schwenk-zur-MMT-gefaehrdet-Unabhaengigkeit-der-EZB.html
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/databrowser/view/sdg_17_40/default/table
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MMT is proving to be an approach that has be-

come popular worldwide with the Corona crisis, 

but cannot fulfil the expectations that have been 

raised. After all, the decisive prerequisite for un-

limited national debt is a sovereign state with its 

own monetary and financial policy without being 

dependent on foreign currencies. This condition 

is only met by the USA, if one ignores the many 

critical objections (bloomberg.com, 21.3.2019). 

The EU members of the euro area and many 

emerging countries, on the other hand, are taking 

incalculable risks with MMT. Why don't the Euro-

pean countries draw on their own historical expe-

rience? Already 100 years ago, the Austrian 

School of National Economics analysed the finan-

cial policy background of the First World War. Its 

prominent representative, Ludwig von Mises, saw 

a direct connection between the policy of "cheap 

money" and militarism (Mises 1919: 5). Because 

without financial supplies, the population would 

have felt the effects of the war on their prosperity 

much more quickly (op. cit., 133). However, the 

theory of "inflationism" threw sand in their eyes. 

Von Mises understands this to be a " theory of 

money that aims to increase the money supply" 

(Mises 1924: 203). It was founded at that time by 

the German national economist Georg Friedrich 

Knapp (Knapp 1905, Knapp 1924). If today's MMT 

refers to Knapp as its predecessor (faz.net, 

18.1.2012), a discussion about this is urgently 

needed. 

4. Structural analysis reveals parallel 

structures of the authoritarian dual state 

Germany financed the First World War with the 

policy of "cheap money" and accumulated debts 

with foreign bonds, the last instalment of which 

was only repaid in 2010 (welt.de, 30.12.2009). 

Another important source of income for the Ger-

man Empire was domestic debt, i.e. from its own 

population, through war bonds, which the Weimar 

Republic got rid of after the end of the war through 

inflation (tagesspiegel.de, 16.11.2008). That is 

why the National Socialists (1933-1945) took 

other paths for their rearmament. They inflated 

the money supply through government bonds, 

which savings banks, banks and insurance com-

panies were forced to take up. To do this, they 

had to eliminate the Reichsbank, which had the 

legal mandate to prevent renewed national debt. 

Step by step, they subordinated the financial and 

economic system to their control and were thus 

able to conceal the inflationary consequences: 

"Rationing, price and wage freezes ensured that 

inflation and price increases remained hidden 

well into the war." (Prollius, 18.6.2014) 

Walter Eucken, the mastermind of the suc-

cessful model of the social market economy after 

the Second World War, coined the term "sup-

pressed inflation" for this. (Eucken 1951: 53 f). It 

arises when prices are fixed politically at the 

same time as the money supply is expanded. Ac-

cording to Eucken, this leads to an "economic or-

der of central planning" which favours the for-

mation of monopolies to the detriment of the mar-

ket order (p. 55). For this reason, he sees struc-

tural similarities between the centrally adminis-

tered economy of Soviet-type socialism and the 

Nazi regime (Eucken 1959: 140). Both had de-

stroyed the market-based monetary system, even 

if they differed fundamentally on the question of 

property. 

In contrast to the German Empire, Russia or 

the later Soviet Union was faced with the task of 

industrialising an agricultural country at the end of 

the First World War. This partly explains the Bol-

sheviks' approach to economic policy, "to organ-

ise the whole national economy along the lines of 

the post office" (quoted from: op. cit.). The Wei-

mar Republic, on the other hand, was a highly de-

veloped industrial country that was able to bring 

its production level back to pre-war levels by 

1927. (dhm.de, 27.4.2021). However, the new 

democratic system showed weaknesses because 

a parliamentary majority of communists and na-

tional socialists rejected the austerity policy of the 

Brüning government. The dispute over the pay-

ment of foreign debts and measures against infla-

tion led to a political crisis and shortly afterwards 

to dictatorship. 

From a research perspective, the interesting 

question is how the National Socialist German 

Workers' Party (NSDAP) established its new re-

gime from 1933 onwards. For this purpose, Ernst 

Fraenkel uses the analytical concept of the dual 

state. He does not assume a linear process of 

change, but describes the establishment of a sec-

ond, parallel structure of rule (Fraenkel: 1940, cf. 

Figure 8). The old legal order initially persisted, 

deceiving a broad public, especially at the begin-

ning of the seizure of power (in 1933). Fraenkel 

called it the normative state, defining it as "the 

system of government endowed with extensive 

powers of rule for the purpose of maintaining the 

legal order, as expressed in laws, court decisions 

and administrative acts of the executive" (quoted 

from: Fraenkel 1940: 49). In addition, the state of 

instrumental measures emerged as an "organ of 

dictatorship" with the NSDAP at its head. It was a 

"system of rule of unrestricted arbitrariness and 

violence, unrestricted by any legal guarantees" 

(op. cit.). 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2019-03-21/modern-monetary-theory-beginner-s-guide
https://www.mises.at/static/literatur/Buch/mises-nation-staat-wirtschaft.pdf
https://www.mises.at/static/literatur/Buch/mises-theorie-des-geldes-und-der-umlaufsmittel-auflage2.pdf
https://socialsciences.mcmaster.ca/~econ/ugcm/3ll3/knapp/StateTheoryMoney.pdf
https://blogs.faz.net/fazit/2012/01/18/was-ist-neu-an-der-mmt-eine-erinnerung-an-georg-friedrich-knapps-staatliche-theorie-des-geldes-188/
https://blogs.faz.net/fazit/2012/01/18/was-ist-neu-an-der-mmt-eine-erinnerung-an-georg-friedrich-knapps-staatliche-theorie-des-geldes-188/
https://www.welt.de/wirtschaft/article5517944/Deutschland-zahlt-noch-immer-fuer-Ersten-Weltkrieg.html
https://www.tagesspiegel.de/gesellschaft/geschichte/erster-weltkrieg-offene-rechnung-von-1918/1372150.html
https://www.misesde.org/2014/06/verdeckte-hyperinflation-die-zerstorung-des-geldwesens-durch-die-nationalsozialisten/
https://www.dhm.de/lemo/kapitel/weimarer-republik/industrie-und-wirtschaft.html
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In this specific case, the concept of the dual 

state was used to analyse the totalitarian struc-

ture of the Nazi dictatorship (Schapiro 1972). But 

what lessons can be learned from this research? 

Can this concept be generalised and applied to 

other case studies? This is possible if one does 

not limit the state of instrumental measures to this 

historically defined type of "unlimited arbitrariness 

and tyranny". If it is defined as a second level of 

rule without democratic legitimacy, on which arbi-

trary measures are implemented against the ex-

isting legal order (normative state), one can speak 

of a dual state in which authoritarian structures of 

rule evolve. 

In view of the EU's policy of "cheap money" 

since the global financial crisis (2008), it is worth 

examining the question: Has the EU already cre-

ated such a state-like dual structure in the course 

of its financial aid for over-indebted member sta-

tes? Has a second structure of instrumental mea-

sures already emerged within the EU system that 

evades democratic control by parliaments, vio-

lates the EU treaties (here: normative structure) 

and acts arbitrarily? A look at the construction of 

the European Stability Mechanism (ESM) and the 

Corona Recovery Fund (PEPP) should provide 

more clarity here. This is not only of scientific in-

terest, but also for the future of European integra-

tion. For if some European politicians have their 

way, the EU is to be transformed from a confed-

eration of states into a sovereign state. According 

to Ernst Fraenkel's structural analysis, however, 

an authoritarian European dual state could emer-

ge, threatening the normative state, i.e. the val-

ues anchored in the EU treaties such as democ-

racy, the rule of law and subsidiarity, as well as 

the national parliaments.  

So far, there have been no majorities for a re-

form of the EU Treaty of Lisbon (2009) that would 

have triggered such a state-building process. 

Nevertheless, in order to advance the project of 

European integration, some EU members deep-

ened their intergovernmental cooperation in par-

tial policy fields. As a reaction to the financial cri-

sis (2008) and the Greek crisis (2010), closer co-

operation between the EU states with the euro as 

their currency emerged. They set up a temporary 

European Financial Stability Mechanism (EFSM, 

also known as the "rescue package", EFSM, 

24.5.2021, Meyer 3/2011). In 2012, this aid archi-

tecture for Greece became a "permanent crisis 

management mechanism" (ESM, 31.12.2020, EU- 

Commission, ESM; esm.europa.eu): Although the 

European Council of all EU heads of state and 

government (EU27) assesses the ESM positively 

(europa.eu, 1.2.2021), it only applies to the coun-

tries of the euro area (E19 or Eurogroup), but not 

to the eight other EU countries with their own cur-

rencies (Sweden, Denmark, Poland, Czech Re-

public, Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria).   

In addition to this political factor, there is also 

a legal aspect, which is why the ESM Treaty 

(2012) created a second, parallel financial struc-

ture: As an international treaty, it is outside EU 

law, so that related legal disputes cannot be 

heard before the European Court of Justice 

(ECJ). But that is not all: the ESM Treaty guaran-

tees the Directors, the Board of Governors and its 

staff immunity “from legal proceedings" and "invi-

olability in respect of their official papers and doc-

uments" (Article 35 ESM-Treaty, see also welt.de, 

8.7.2012).  Their authority  is therefore  obliged to  
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The Dual State (Ernst Fraenkel 1940) 

Foreword of the publisher to the 2nd edition (2001) 

Alexander von Brünneck: 

2. Thesis and approach of the dual state 

The thesis of the dual state* is that the Nazi system of 

rule splits into two large areas: In the normative state, 

old and new regulations apply to the extent necessary 

for the functionality of the economic system based on 

predictability, which in principle continues to be struc-

tured according to private capital. In the state of in-

strumental measures, the Nazi functionaries act inde-

pendently of all formal rules and substantive notions 

of justice as they see fit to maintain their power and to 

implement their specific political goals - e.g. the per-

secution of the Jews. In case of doubt, the principles 

of the state of instrumental measures prevail over 

those of the normative state. This frame of reference 

has proven to be plausible in many empirical and the-

oretical studies.* 

What is specific about Fraenkel's approach is the 

special form of its empirical approach: He describes 

the functioning of the Nazi system of rule from the di-

rect view of someone who lives and suffers with it. 

[…] 

Fraenkel explains the phenomenon of the dual state 

on several levels: He derives the dual state from so-

cial, economic and political interests. He develops the 

dual state from the German state tradition and from 

the German anti-democratic ideologies, as they had 

found their expression decisively in Carl Schmitt.  

[…] The dual state was concerned with investigating 

the forms of appearance and reasons for the destruc-

tion of pluralism. For this question, the approach de-

veloped in the Dual State provides an original con-

cept that is still valid today. Ernst Fraenkel's Doppel-

staat is a standard work on politics, justice and law in 

the Nazi regime. In the USA, Germany and Italy, The 

Dual State achieved the rank of a classic in the litera-

ture on the Nazi era. 

Source: Ernst Fraenkel, Der Doppelstaat, Zweite durch-
gesehene Auflage, Herausgegeben und eingeleitet von 
Alexander v. Brünneck, Hamburg 2001, S. 11f.  
[* are footnotes, translation and highlighting blue: S.R.]. 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/financial-assistance-eu/funding-mechanisms-and-facilities/european-financial-stabilisation-mechanism-efsm_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/financial-assistance-eu/funding-mechanisms-and-facilities/european-financial-stabilisation-mechanism-efsm_en
https://www.hsu-hh.de/ordnung/wp-content/uploads/sites/549/2017/08/EWUA_Legitimit%C3%B1t_EZB_ZgesKreditwesen_0311_Langfassung.pdf
https://www.bundesfinanzministerium.de/Content/DE/Standardartikel/Themen/Europa/Stabilisierung_des_Euro/europaeische-finanzhilfen-esm.html
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/financial-assistance-eu/funding-mechanisms-and-facilities/european-stability-mechanism-esm_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/financial-assistance-eu/funding-mechanisms-and-facilities/european-stability-mechanism-esm_en
https://www.esm.europa.eu/
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/infographics/reform-of-the-european-stability-mechanism-esm/
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/DOC_12_3
https://www.welt.de/print/wams/article108123409/ESM-Chef-verdient-mehr-als-Merkel.html
https://www.welt.de/print/wams/article108123409/ESM-Chef-verdient-mehr-als-Merkel.html
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publish documents that they themselves consider 

to be important for the democratic " decision-mak-

ing process" (sueddeutsche.de, 13.11. 2012). 

 

 

Figure 9 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Immunity and lack of transparency create the 

impression that the EMS has something to hide. 

This is confirmed by the following points: Because 

the Treaty is not subject to EU law, the ESM can 

override the ban on the purchase of government 

bonds to which the European Central Bank is 

subject under Article 123 (TFEU, Figure 10). The 

Eurogroup can, however, borrow "new euro area 

government bonds" and delegate the manage-

ment of these funds to the ECB and the European 

Commission (ESM Treaty (10) and (11), Wiesner 

2016). There is no upper limit for this in the text of 

the contract (Article 21). 

Although Article 8 limits the liability risk of each 

member to its share of the capital stock, it will in-

crease if other contracting states become insol-

vent. Germany could therefore face up to 700 bil-

lion euros instead of 190 (BMF, 1.8.2017). In ad-

dition, France and Italy were able to prevail with 

the proposal to provide the ESM with a banking 

licence (spiegel.de, 31.7.2012). This means that 

the ESM can take on unlimited loans and thus be-

come a "bad bank": "Article 19 also allows the 

rescue of insolvent banks without amending the 

treaty (welt.de, 4.9.2012),  

Figure 10 shows that democratic control mech-

anisms exist that could have prevented the trans-

fer of national financial sovereignty to the ESM as 

a new supranational European financial institu-

tion. However, Germany was under enormous 

pressure to act in solidarity and help indebted Eu-

ropean states in their trouble (eu-bayern.de 

28.2.2013). In German parliaments, the phrase 

"Europe needs solidarity" was also critically ques-

tioned: with the approval of the ESM, "ever 

greater liability risks" would be passed on to the 

taxpayers and "blatant reductions in democracy" 

would be accepted (Runge 4.7.2012: 10). But the 

Federal Constitutional Court rejected all com-

plaints (sueddeutsche.de, 12.9.2012), so that the 

ESM came into force with a two-thirds majority of 

the Bundestag (bundestag.de, 18.3.2014). 

Complaints before the European Court of Jus-

tice against the ESM were also unsuccessful. The 

ECJ only stated that Union law did not contradict 

the ESM Treaty and that it was not competent "in 

the area of the coordination of the economic poli-

cies of the Member States" (ECJ, 27.11.2012). 

Under the EU treaties, economic policy compe-

tences are in national hands. Therefore, the euro 

states (E19) decided to organise closer coopera-

tion in this policy field outside the EU system. 

However, if the ESM disregards European values 

such as "democracy, equality, the rule of law" 

(Article 2 TEU), it is not only anti-democratic, but 

also anti-European: Its newly created authority 

The Federal Audit Office on the possible 

effects of the Corona reconstruction fund 

on the federal budget  

„0. Summary […] 

0.1  For the first time in its history, the European Un-

ion will raise substantial funds on the capital market 

through EU bonds and make them available to mem-

ber states as grants. The EU bonds are not repaid di-

rectly by the recipients of the grants, but through the 

EU budget. As a result, the reconstruction fund or-

ganises debt-financed transfers between the member 

states. In addition, the EU budget is liable for all EU 

bonds issued by the fund. Experience shows that in-

struments introduced in times of crisis regularly be-

come permanent. It is often neglected that these in-

struments are sometimes associated with costs and 

risks that can be justified in the crisis, but not in the 

long run. […] 

0.2  The EU budget should guarantee the debts of the 

reconstruction fund. As a result, the member states 

are jointly liable for these debts through their future 

contributions to the EU budget. If a member state can 

no longer or no longer wishes to meet its payment ob-

ligations, the other states must assume responsibility 

for its share of the debt without requiring renewed 

consent on their part. Such a liability regime sets the 

wrong impulses and weakens the Economic and 

Monetary Union. […] 

0.3  Member states have adopted binding fiscal rules 

to limit their public deficits and debt levels. Such rules 

do not exist for debts of the European Union. The re-

construction fund thus opens up a way for states to 

get into debt at the EU level by circumventing the fis-

cal rules. To prevent this, the repayment obligations 

of the member states resulting from the Fund's debt 

should be offset against their respective national debt 

levels. Then the fiscal rules could take effect and 

have a disciplining effect. […] 

0.4  The EU bonds for the grants are to be repaid via 

the EU budget in the period 2028 to 2058. However, it 

is currently still open what share will be allocated to 

the individual member states, as this will only be the 

subject of future negotiations on the financing of the 

European Union. The EU budget should also guaran-

tee for all debts of the reconstruction fund. For this 

purpose, the so-called ceiling of own resources is to 

be increased. This allows the European Union to fall 

back on an enormous guarantee volume of at least 

4,000 billion euros from the member states through 

the EU budget. This corresponds to a multiple of the 

volume actually needed and is not necessary to this 

extent. It could also fuel speculation about an already 

planned expansion of debt at EU level. Therefore, this 

ceiling should be significantly reduced. In addition, 

the expected burdens for the member states to repay 

the EU bonds should already be set out in a binding 

repayment plan.“ 

Source: BRH 11.3.2021: Bericht zu den möglichen Aus-
wirkungen der gemeinschaftlichen Kreditaufnahme der 
Mitgliedstaaten der Europäischen Union auf den Bundes-
haushalt (Wiederaufbaufonds), 11.3.2021, S. 4 [transla-
tion and highlighting blue: S.R.]. 

https://www.sueddeutsche.de/politik/esm-entscheidung-in-karlsruhe-was-das-urteil-fuer-deutschland-und-den-euro-bedeutet-1.1466268-4
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/collection/eu-law/treaties/treaties-force.html?locale=en
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/DOC_12_3
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/315978360_Demokratie_und_Gewaltenteilung_in_der_Euro-Finanzhilfenpolitik
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/315978360_Demokratie_und_Gewaltenteilung_in_der_Euro-Finanzhilfenpolitik
https://www.bundesfinanzministerium.de/Content/DE/FAQ/2012-08-16-esm-faq.html
https://www.spiegel.de/wirtschaft/unternehmen/banklizenz-fuer-rettungsfonds-stark-trittin-und-asselborn-streiten-a-847389.html
https://www.welt.de/debatte/article108947819/ESM-verstoesst-gegen-Gesetz-und-EU-Vertraege.html
https://www.google.de/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwijwIrAr6nwAhWFBGMBHfOlBlYQFjAAegQIBBAD&url=https%3A%2F%2Feu-bayern.de%2Fbv-muenchen%2Fdl%2F348&usg=AOvVaw1XdgHrSDPKKXxMrY3raB56
https://www.google.de/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwijwIrAr6nwAhWFBGMBHfOlBlYQFjAAegQIBBAD&url=https%3A%2F%2Feu-bayern.de%2Fbv-muenchen%2Fdl%2F348&usg=AOvVaw1XdgHrSDPKKXxMrY3raB56
https://www.bayern.landtag.de/www/ElanTextAblage_WP16/Protokolle/16%20Wahlperiode%20Kopie/16%20WP%20Plenum%20Kopie/105/105_PL_009_dringlichkeitsantrag-13048.pdf
https://www.sueddeutsche.de/wirtschaft/fragen-und-antworten-zum-esm-was-der-rettungsschirm-kann-und-was-er-kostet-1.1460654
https://www.bundestag.de/resource/blob/196052/0c8c24bd9e2b00a592a0f89ba632229b/das_esm-urteil_des_bundesverfassungsgerichts-data.pdf
https://curia.europa.eu/jcms/upload/docs/application/pdf/2012-11/cp120154en.pdf
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/collection/eu-law/treaties/treaties-force.html?locale=en
https://www.bundesrechnungshof.de/de/veroeffentlichungen/produkte/sonderberichte/langfassungen-ab-2013/2021/mogliche-auswirkungen-der-gemeinschaftlichen-kreditaufnahme-der-mitgliedstaaten-der-europaischen-union-auf-den-bundeshaushalt-wiederaufbaufonds-pdf
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operates in a lawless space without democratic 

control and increases inequality within the EU27.  

Since the beginning of the Corona crisis in 

mid-March 2020, the character of the ESM as a 

structure of instrumental measures and competi-

tor to the European normative structure has 

emerged more clearly than ever. Only a few years 

ago, the EU Commission hoped to soon incorpo-

rate the ESM into Union law and to further de-

velop this instrument for the benefit of all EU 

members (BRH, 27.5.2019: 8). But the Eurogroup 

rejected this proposal and instead headed for a 

reform of the ESM Treaty that will give them and 

their directors even more power. Thereafter, the 

ESM will soon also be available to the non-euro 

members (flossbachvonstorch.de, 13.12.2019, 

Schorkopf 2020, Meyer 22.10.2020). In addition, 

close cooperation with the EU Commission and 

the ECB is envisaged, although this treaty re-

mains outside European and national law. 

Italy blocked these ESM reform projects for a 

long time until the Eurogroup was able to reach 

an agreement at the end of 2020 (zeit.de, 

30.11.2020). The ECB's Corona Recovery Fund 

may have provided support here. After all, Italy is 

the biggest beneficiary of this aid money with 209 

billion euros (cf. Figure 10). It should be recalled 

that the Governing Council of the ECB had al-

ready decided on the "package of monetary pol-

icy measures" of 750 billion euros on 12.3.2020 

(ECB, 12.2.2020), although at that time only four 

states of the EU27 had decided on a lock-down 

to combat the pandemic, including the two mem-

bers of the Eurogroup Austria and Italy. Coinci-

dentally, former Vice-President of the Bank of It-

aly Fabio Panetta had been appointed to the five-

member ECB Executive Board at the beginning 

of 2020, which is represented on the Governing 

Council and helped launch the aid money. 

It can be assumed that with these new aid 

funds, the economic and financial policies of the 

EU27 as representatives of the normative struc-

ture will increasingly come under the influence of 

the EU19 structure of instrumental measures and 

be exposed to the arbitrariness of ESM policy. 

This is indicated by the statement of EU Finance 

Commissioner Johannes Hahn, who advocates a 

softening of the stability criteria (Maastricht crite-

ria) at a time when the EU is developing into a 

liability union contrary to its treaties (welt.de, 

2.5.2021). Hahn is only following the agenda of 

the ESM Treaty, which does not link access to 

loans to any economic policy conditions (cep.eu, 

11.12.2019: 9). Another indication is the arbitrary-  
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Source: Own compilation, BRH, 11.3.2021, bundestag.de, 14.10.2014, Wiesner 2016, europa.eu, 9.11.2017, welt.de, 4.9.2012, sta-

tista.com, 17.7.2020,      

https://www.bundesrechnungshof.de/de/veroeffentlichungen/produkte/beratungsberichte/2019/2019-bericht-risiken-einer-reform-des-europaeischen-stabilitaetsmechanismus-esm-fuer-den-bundeshaushalt
https://www.flossbachvonstorch-researchinstitute.com/de/kommentare/worum-geht-es-bei-der-esm-reform/
https://www.uni-goettingen.de/de/document/download/aa94bc20565ab124f9686ee76622a0cf.pdf/Neufassung%20Gutachten%20FDP-Fraktion%20(Schorkopf)%20aktualisierte%20Endfassung%2020200702.pdf
https://www.hsu-hh.de/ordnung/wp-content/uploads/sites/549/2020/10/1921115-Anh%C3%B6rung-26.10.2020-Eigenmittelsystem-Prof.-Dr.-Dirk-Meyer-1.pdf
https://www.zeit.de/politik/2020-11/eu-finanzminister-esm-corona-krise-einigung-olaf-scholz
https://www.zeit.de/politik/2020-11/eu-finanzminister-esm-corona-krise-einigung-olaf-scholz
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/press/pr/date/2020/html/ecb.mp200312~8d3aec3ff2.en.html
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/ecb/orga/decisions/eb/html/index.en.html
https://www.welt.de/wirtschaft/article230815165/Schuldenunion-EU-sendet-mit-Abkehr-von-Maastricht-ein-fatales-Signal.html
https://www.welt.de/wirtschaft/article230815165/Schuldenunion-EU-sendet-mit-Abkehr-von-Maastricht-ein-fatales-Signal.html
https://www.cep.eu/fileadmin/user_upload/cep.eu/Studien/cepAdhoc_ESM/cepAdhoc_ESM.pdf
https://www.cep.eu/fileadmin/user_upload/cep.eu/Studien/cepAdhoc_ESM/cepAdhoc_ESM.pdf
https://www.bundesrechnungshof.de/de/veroeffentlichungen/produkte/sonderberichte/langfassungen-ab-2013/2021/mogliche-auswirkungen-der-gemeinschaftlichen-kreditaufnahme-der-mitgliedstaaten-der-europaischen-union-auf-den-bundeshaushalt-wiederaufbaufonds-pdf
https://www.bundestag.de/resource/blob/405378/3e19513e48937046970c0f5d733abc57/PE-6-180-14-pdf-data.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/315978360_Demokratie_und_Gewaltenteilung_in_der_Euro-Finanzhilfenpolitik
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/de/TXT/?uri=LEGISSUM:140203_1
https://www.welt.de/debatte/article108947819/ESM-verstoesst-gegen-Gesetz-und-EU-Vertraege.html
https://de.statista.com/statistik/daten/studie/427660/umfrage/bestand-des-erweiterten-anleihekaufprogramms-der-ezb/
https://de.statista.com/statistik/daten/studie/427660/umfrage/bestand-des-erweiterten-anleihekaufprogramms-der-ezb/
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ness with which the Corona aid money is dis-

bursed. After the Italian government broke up 

over this issue in early 2021, Mario Draghi, ex-

ECB president and new head of government, will 

spend it on infrastructure projects.   

5. Uncontrolled Bio-power (Foucault)  

threatens humans as living beings  

The E19 euro area, based on the ESM Treaty and 

its cooperation of economic and fiscal policy, 

could become a blueprint for other policy areas, 

including a European health policy. When the Eu-

ropean Commission announces the "creation of a 

European Health Union" in a press release (euro-

pa.eu, 11.11.2020), the EU members should 

pause and first evaluate their experiences. Some 

integration projects that started with treaties out-

side EU law according to the method of differen-

tiated integration (bundestag.de, 27.10.2020) did 

more harm than good: Thus, the ESM authority, 

as outlined above, acts according to its own law, 

and members of the Schengen Borders Code 

(2016) are in dispute about the agreed legal 

norms (Riedel S23/2020, Riedel 12/2020:2). The 

first thing to clarify would be whether the Commis-

sion's proposal must be understood as a new pro-

ject of differentiated integration and what alterna-

tives there are to it. 

Since the ESM and Schengen treaties were in-

itiated by EU members through the European 

Council, its corona policy should be examined. 

Following this, the Council, as an organ of the EU, 

has so far only acted in a coordinating manner, 

i.e. it doesn’t speak of a "health union" in the 

sense of a new level of integration. However, a 

timeline of its activities shows the dominant role 

that the E19 Eurogroup played in overcoming the 

crisis (EC Timeline): On 4.3.2020, five days be-

fore Italy became the first EU member to apply 

lockdown, the Chair of the ESM Board of Gover-

nors made an important announcement to the 

EU27: The EU19 have decided to weaken the 

Stability and Growth Pact for the "wellbeing of our 

citizens". The other eight non-euro states can fol-

low them (EC, 4.3.2020). This means that the Eu-

rogroup gave the go-ahead for unrestrained gov-

ernment debt for the entire EU, which the ECB 

would only approve days later (see above). Ac-

cording to the announcement, the decision was 

taken after a conference call, there was no men-

tion of a risk analysis, in which usually damage 

amounts are estimated or alternative measures 

are discussed. 

The price for the subsequent lockdown will not 

only be reflected in horrific euro sums. The real 

currency in which EU citizens will pay off these 

debts is their health data. As two Hessian minis-

ters recently wrote: „Data has long since become 

the most valuable currency of digitalisation and 

numerous companies have recognised this 

value.“ (Puttrich/Sinemus, 27.4.2021) With their 

statement, they started an all-German initiative 

against a "commercialisation of human dignity", 

which would lead to a division of society into "peo-

ple who are valuable in terms of health and those 

who are less valuable" (zeit.de, 28.4.2021). Insur-

ance companies of all kinds can already offer 

their customers policies that are tailored to their 

health using algorithms and thus offer ad-

vantages. In the future, such math operations will 

even be used to map a patient's entire personality 

and ultimately give him a "digital identity" that re-

places ID cards (Kruchem 19.10.2020). State ad-

ministrations are also hoping for this and are re-

assuring concerned citizens with the Data Protec-

tion Regulation (DSGVO) and "informational self-

determination" (BMI-Projekt, 2021).  

Under current European and national law, the 

Hessian initiative has a good chance of success, 

because German health policy lies within the 

competence of the responsible state ministries. 

They supervise the health authorities and are re-

sponsible for all hospitals (vdek.com, 24.8.2018). 

Article 6 a) of the Treaty on the Functioning of the 

EU also recognizes that the Member States are 

responsible for “protection and improvement of 

human health” (TFEU). The supranational level 

can only provide support (cf. in more detail Riedel 

6/2020: 7). The Commission's proposal for an EU 

Health Union violates these principles: it is not so 

much about cooperation between the members, 

but rather Brussels wants to change the "existing 

legal framework" and thus take over health policy 

competences (europa.eu, 11.11.2020, Figure 11). 

Whether the Commission's right of initiative is 

sufficient for this project (Article 17 (2) TEU re-

mains to be seen. One thing is certain: many pro-

jects have failed because the member states 

have not given their consent. These stopped 

transfers of competences to the European Asy-

lum Support Office (EASO), die European Border 

and Coast Guard Agency (FRONTEX) or to eu-

LISA. The last mentioned agency for large-scale 

IT systems is to link six different databases with 

one another and make available "hundreds of mil-

lions of data records" (augsburger-allgemeine. de, 

16.4.2019). Data protectionists are alarmed and 

fear "comprehensive mass surveillance", accord-

ing to former Federal Data Protection Commis-

sioner Peter Schaar (buzzfeed.de,19.12.2020, 

eaid-berlin.de). This does not bode well for the 

desired "European health security". According to 

https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/DOC_12_3
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_20_2041
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_20_2041
https://www.bundestag.de/resource/blob/810866/e2015ec67fe07f73390cba33eb2fa229/PE-6-090-20-pdf-data.pdf
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016R0399&from=DE
https://www.swp-berlin.org/publikation/grenzschutz-migration-und-asyl/
https://www.culture-politics.international/wp-content/uploads/ONLINE%20ZEITSCHRIFT/FPK_EU-Migration_en_12_2020.pdf
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/policies/coronavirus/timeline/
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2020/03/04/remarks-by-mario-centeno-following-the-eurogroup-conference-call-of-4-march-2020/
https://www.aerztezeitung.de/Wirtschaft/So-sollten-Gesundheitsdaten-besser-geschuetzt-werden-419139.html
https://www.zeit.de/news/2021-04/28/hessen-will-konzernen-nutzung-von-gesundheitsdaten-verbieten
https://www.deutschlandfunkkultur.de/digitale-identitaet-leben-in-der-ueberwachten-gesellschaft.976.de.html?dram:article_id=486012
https://dsgvo-gesetz.de/
https://www.bmi.bund.de/Webs/PA/DE/verwaltung/projekt_digitale_identitaeten/projekt_digitale_identitaeten_node.html
https://www.vdek.com/magazin/ausgaben/2018-0708/titel-gesundheitspolitik.html
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/collection/eu-law/treaties/treaties-force.html?locale=en
https://www.culture-politics.international/wp-content/uploads/ONLINE%20ZEITSCHRIFT/FPK_Corona-Crisis_6-2020.pdf
https://www.culture-politics.international/wp-content/uploads/ONLINE%20ZEITSCHRIFT/FPK_Corona-Crisis_6-2020.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_20_2041
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/collection/eu-law/treaties/treaties-force.html?locale=en
https://www.easo.europa.eu/
https://frontex.europa.eu/
https://europa.eu/european-union/about-eu/agencies/eu-lisa_en
https://europa.eu/european-union/about-eu/agencies/eu-lisa_en
https://www.augsburger-allgemeine.de/politik/Das-sollten-Sie-ueber-die-neue-Datenbank-der-EU-wissen-id54084331.html
https://www.augsburger-allgemeine.de/politik/Das-sollten-Sie-ueber-die-neue-Datenbank-der-EU-wissen-id54084331.html
https://www.buzzfeed.de/recherchen/eu-lisa-wie-sich-die-eu-eine-neue-super-behoerde-zur-ueberwachung-baut-90134097.html
https://www.buzzfeed.de/recherchen/eu-lisa-wie-sich-die-eu-eine-neue-super-behoerde-zur-ueberwachung-baut-90134097.html
https://www.eaid-berlin.de/
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this, national prevention plans are to be drawn up, 

monitored by the EU and subjected to stress 

tests. An "integrated surveillance system [...] us-

ing artificial intelligence and other advanced tech-

nological means" is also planned (europa.eu, 

11.11.2020, Figure 11). So it is less about a cen-

tral collection, storage and management of health 

data for the purpose of preventing "cross-border 

health threats" (op. cit.). The declared aim is the 

technical processing and application of such data 

for the purpose of controlling health care institu-

tions and possibly also the citizens themselves. 

Given the way in which European and national 

data protection principles are currently being vio-

lated, there is cause for concern that the EU initi-

ative will focus less on prevention and more on 

control. The current Federal Commissioner for 

Data Protection (BfDI), Ulrich Kelber, criticised 

the fact that his comments on data protection def-

icits were hardly heard during the revision of the 

Infection Protection Act (IfSG) 2020. He criticised 

that the obligation to report threatening diseases 

has been extended to suspected cases and that 

even negative test results are passed on to the 

authorities. This is a violation of the fundamental 

right to "informational self-determination" (Kelber 

30.4.2020).  

The changes to the IfSG, however, went much 

further. From now on, politics decides who among 

the population is sick, a potential danger or 

healthy. They removed from the medical profes-

sion the competence and the professional privi-

lege to certify illnesses. Only since the authorities 

have had the power to define illness could a so-

cial discourse develop that speaks of "asympto-

matic courses of illness" (fr.de, 19.2.2021). This 

contradicts even the definition from an epidemio-

logical point of view, according to which symp-

toms must be present in order to diagnose a 

"health disorder" (RKI 2015: 83). So anyone who 

has no symptoms is not ill, even if he may be car-

rying pathogens. The discussion about asympto-

matic covid-19 diseases is the attempt of a social 

attribution that violates the fundamental right of 

the individual to self-determination.  

What such self-empowerment of politics 

means in regard to the health status of human be-

ings and where this can lead to was discussed by 

the French philosopher Michel Foucault more 

than half a century ago. His reflections on bio-

power and its political abuse are particularly val-

uable in today's Corona crisis. Although they are 

difficult to reduce to a few key sentences, their 

most important statements are clear to identify: 

While the fight against deadly diseases was the 

focus up to the 18th century, since then "a kind of 

nationalisation of the biological" can be observed, 

which appropriates and politically controls peo-

ple's lives (Foucault 1976). Such a "seizure of 

power" can take extreme forms if control mecha-

nisms are missing or removed. Foucault sees one 

pole in the possibility of destroying life in terms of 

the whole of humanity by using nuclear weapons.  

 

 

Figure 11 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

European Commission:  

Building a European Health Union 

[…] Today's proposals focus on revamping the exist-

ing legal framework for serious cross border threats 

to health, as well as reinforcing the crisis prepared-

ness and response role of key EU agencies, namely 

the European Centre for Disease Prevention and 

Control (ECDC) and the European Medicines Agency 

(EMA).  

A stronger EU health security framework 

To create a more robust mandate for coordination by 

the Commission and EU agencies, the Commission is 

today proposing a new Regulation on serious cross- 

border threats to health. The new framework will:  

• Strengthen preparedness: EU health crisis and 

pandemic preparedness plan and recommenda-

tions will be developed for the adoption of plans 

at national levels, coupled with comprehensive 

and transparent frameworks for reporting and au-

diting. The preparation of national plans would be 

supported by the European Centre for Disease 

Prevention and Control and other EU agencies. 

The plans would be audited and stress tested by 

the Commission and EU agencies. 
 

• Reinforce surveillance: A strengthened, inte-

grated surveillance system will be created at EU 

level, using artificial intelligence and other ad-

vanced technological means.  
 

• Improve data reporting: Member States will be 

required to step up their reporting of health sys-

tems indicators (e.g. hospital beds availability, 

specialised treatment and intensive care capac-

ity, number of medically trained staff etc.). 
 

• The declaration of an EU emergency situation 

would trigger increased coordination and allow 

for the development, stockpiling and procurement 

of crisis relevant products. 

Stronger and more operational EU Agencies 

The European Centre for Disease Control and Pre-

vention and the European Medicines Agency have 

been at the forefront of the EU's work to address 

COVID-19 since the outbreak of the pandemic. How-

ever, COVID-19 has shown that both agencies need 

to be reinforced and equipped with stronger man-

dates to better protect EU citizens and address cross 

border health threats. […] 

The Commission is also today setting out the main el-

ements of the future Health Emergency Response 

Authority (HERA), to be proposed by the end of 2021. 

[…]. 

Source: European Commission, Press release, Building a 
European Health Union: Stronger crisis preparedness 
and response for Europe, Brussels, 11.11.2020  
[Highlighting blue: S.R.]. 

https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_20_2041
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_20_2041
https://www.bfdi.bund.de/EN/Home/home_node.html
https://www.bfdi.bund.de/DE/Infothek/Transparenz/Stellungnahmen/2020/StgN_zweites-Gesetz-Schutz-bei-epidemischer-Lage.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=2
https://www.bfdi.bund.de/DE/Infothek/Transparenz/Stellungnahmen/2020/StgN_zweites-Gesetz-Schutz-bei-epidemischer-Lage.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=2
https://www.fr.de/ratgeber/gesundheit/corona-ohne-symptome-so-viele-covid-infizierte-kein-husten-fieber-krankheitsanzeichen-covid-asymptomatisch-90211644.html
https://www.rki.de/DE/Content/Service/Publikationen/Fachwoerterbuch_Infektionsschutz.pdf?__blob=publicationFile
https://homepage.univie.ac.at/herbert.gottweis/WiSe2005/Se_BioPolWiSe2005/Foucault-%20Vorlesung%20zu%20Biomacht.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_20_2041
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_20_2041
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The other extreme is the preservation of life by 

using technologies to "produce the living and fab-

ricate the monstrous and – not least – uncontrol-

lable and universally destructive viruses" (op. cit.). 

These sentences are of particular importance 

in the age of digitalisation and the Corona pan-

demic. They not only remind us of the importance 

of a functioning division of power and the limita-

tion of state power to prevent the encroachment 

of bio-power on human self-determination. They 

also anticipate the topic as a global phenomenon: 

the successful attempt of such a "seizure of 

power over humans as living beings" in one coun-

try of the earth is enough to destroy the existence 

 

 

Figure 12 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

of the entire human race. For this reason, Fou-

cault dealt with the bio-power of National Social-

ism. He saw the Nazi dictatorship as a combina-

tion of both extreme poles, the right to kill and the 

right to preserve life according to its racist world 

view (op. cit.).  

Based on Foucault's approach, various as-

pects of the global corona policy can be ques-

tioned. A first direct connection is the current sci-

entific dispute about the four original hypotheses 

of the corona virus. As was pointed out in the first 

chapter of this article, the laboratory hypothesis 

that Covid-19 could be an artificially produced vi-

rus has not yet been disproved. To speak with 

Foucault, we are dealing here with an extreme 

pole of bio-politics that threatens not only individ-

ual groups of people in their biological existence, 

but humanity as a whole. Therefore, it is not 

enough to solve the riddle of the origin of the vi-

rus, but scientists should be heard who, in the Co-

rona crisis, demand transparency and control in 

the research of biological weapons in order to 

minimise these risks. (Wiesendanger 2021).   

In Corona politics, not only this extreme pole of 

bio-politics comes to light, where an uncontrolled 

bio-power could create artificial, deadly viruses. 

The attempt to preserve life can also take on ex-

treme forms, speaking with Foucault, if a person 

is restricted in his/her self-determination or even 

made dependent on medication. After these con-

siderations, the current vaccination policy should 

be viewed with much more scepticism. Where is 

a society headed that may have to be vaccinated 

against coronaviruses every year? A research 

team at Berlin's Charité University thinks this is 

likely after comparing "land-borne cold corona-

viruses" with flu viruses (charite.de, 25.3.2021). 

Are citizens facing more "compulsory vaccina-

tions"? After consulting medical experts, the 

Swiss Federal Office of Public Health has made a 

clear decision and spoken out against compul-

sory vaccination: "The authorities have decided in 

favour of the ethical principle of self-determina-

tion.” (infovac.ce, 22.10.2020)  

The popular terms "completly inoculating" in-

stead of vaccination or "herd immunity" instead of 

social protection already belong to the vocabulary 

of authoritarian thinking. They come from veteri-

nary medicine and cause dehumanization and 

turn people into animals, so to speak. It is surpris-

ing how state institutions (see RKI, Risikobewer-

tung) and the media use these inhumane words 

and promote animal welfare and environmental 

protection elsewhere. The Robert Koch Institute 

(RKI) has a special responsibility to distance itself 

from its involvement in the Nazi regime. However, 

Michel Foucault: Defence of Society 

„It seems to me that one of the fundamental phenom-

ena of the 19th century was and still is what might be 

called the appropriation of life by power: if you like, a 

seizure of power over the human being as a living be-

ing, a kind of nationalisation of the biological, or at 

least a certain tendency towards what could be called 

the nationalisation of the biological.  […] 

At this point towards the end of the 18th century, it is 

not about epidemics, but about something else that 

could be called endemics, that is, the form, nature, 

extent, duration and intensity of the diseases preva-

lent in a population. More or less difficult to eradicate 

diseases which, unlike epidemics, are not considered 

from the perspective of increasing causes of death, 

but as permanent factors - that is how they are 

treated - of deprivation of strength, reduction of work-

ing time, loss of energy and economic costs, because 

of the shortages they produce as much as the care 

they can cost. In short, illness as a population phe-

nomenon: no longer as death that brutally lays on life 

- that is the epidemic - but as permanent death that 

slips into life, constantly devouring it, diminishing and 

weakening it. […] 

We are thus inside a power that has taken over the 

body and life, or that has taken over life in general, if 

you like, with the poles of the body on one side and 

the population on the other. It is therefore a bio-power 

whose paradoxes, arising at the limit of its exercise, 

can be easily recognised. […] 

At the other extreme, you no longer have the en-

croachment of sovereign right over bio-power, but the 

encroachment of bio-power over sovereign right. This 

encroachment of bio-power occurs when humans are 

given the technical and political possibility not only to 

master life, but also to reproduce it, to produce living 

things and monstrous and – not least – to fabricate 

uncontrollable and universally destructive viruses. 

Terrible expansion of bio-power which, contrary to 

what I just said about nuclear power, will swamp the 

whole human sovereignty." 

Source: Michel Foucault, Verteidigung der Gesellschaft. 
In Vorlesung vom 17.März 1976, S. 1 und S. 14, Überset-
zung: Herbert Gottweiss, see also: Andreas Folkers und 
Thomas Lemke (Ed.), Biopolitik. Ein Reader, Berlin, 2. 
Auflage 2020, p. 88-114 [Translation and highlighting 
blue: S.R.].   

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/349302406_Studie_zum_Ursprung_der_Coronavirus-Pandemie
https://www.charite.de/service/pressemitteilung/artikel/detail/muessen_covid_19_impfstoffe_zukuenftig_regelmaessig_neu_angepasst_werden/
https://www.infovac.ch/de/faq/impfzwang
https://www.rki.de/DE/Content/InfAZ/N/Neuartiges_Coronavirus/Risikobewertung.html
https://www.rki.de/DE/Content/InfAZ/N/Neuartiges_Coronavirus/Risikobewertung.html
https://homepage.univie.ac.at/herbert.gottweis/WiSe2005/Se_BioPolWiSe2005/Foucault-%20Vorlesung%20zu%20Biomacht.pdf
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it is not enough to document and condemn the 

RKI's complicity in human experiments with vac-

cines against typhus. (RKI, 29.3.2011: 15). It is 

crucial to draw conclusions from this to protect a 

free society and to follow positive examples such 

as Switzerland. But this is where the fact-check-

ing of the public service media has not yet arrived. 

On the contrary, journalists excuse the mishaps 

of the Central Vaccination Commission (CC) in 

the approval of the AstraZeneca vaccine with the 

words: "Yes, has someone been sloppy? No, 

we're just experiencing medical research in real 

time." (tagesschau.de, 31.3.2021, 22:35, from 

min. 9:31) Media are currently shaking the last ta-

boo on vaccinating children (mittelbayerische. de, 

3.5.2021), even though doctors know that Covid-

19 is hardly dangerous for them, but that the risk 

of side effects is much higher than average (indi-

viduelle-impfentscheidung.de, 13.5.2021, epoch-

times.de, 6.5.2021). 

It was not without reason that doctors learned 

their lessons from the Nazi dictatorship and draf-

ted the Nuremberg Code in 1947. Here "human 

experiments" in research projects are linked to 

ten clearly formulated criteria: This includes the 

voluntary participation of test subjects in such 

programmes, other preliminary tests, e.g. with an-

imals, the exclusion of possible consequential 

damage or death of the test subjects and prepar-

atory measures to be able to stop the tests at any 

time. These criteria are rarely taken to heart in the 

current vaccination campaign. Therefore, doctors 

from Europe and North America turned to the Eu-

ropean Medicines Agency (EMA) and asked, 

among others, for the test results that led to the 

approval of the four vaccines, but were left with-

out a satisfactory answer (doctors4covidethics, 

1.4.2021). It is already known, however, that the 

rapid approval was only made possible by " push-

ing test phases into one another", which is why 

consequential damage can only occur later, "with 

the current procedure, that is, when millions of 

people have already been vaccinated" (fr.de, 

8.4.2021). The authorities do not make any state-

ments on the subject of long-term effects, alt-

hough doctors warn that inflammations caused by 

nanoparticles or autoimmune diseases can only 

occur after vaccination (zm-online.de, 22.1.2021). 

All that remains is to look at official statistics: After 

that, the EMA reported exactly 364,000 cases of 

reported side effects by 1.5.2021 (adrreports. eu, 

1.5.2021), and the German Paul Ehrlich Institute 

(PEI) reported exactly 49,961 cases a few days 

later in the period 27.12.2020 – 30.4.2021, of 

which around 10 per cent involved "serious reac-

tions" or 524 deaths (pei.de, 7.5.2021: 11f.).  

6. Transhumanism – a seizure of power 

on the human soul 

While health politicians of the governing parties in 

Germany still disputed the effectiveness and ne-

cessity of compulsory vaccination and immunity 

cards until the end of 2020 (merkur.de, 7.5.2020, 

zdf.de, 22.11.2020), these topics are now at the 

top of their list of priorities. On 7.5.2021, a law 

cleared the last hurdle in the Federal Council, ac-

cording to which exit bans are lifted and other re-

strictive measures relaxed for “those who have 

been completely vaccinated and those who have 

recovered from Corona” (welt.de, 5.5.2021). A 

reader commented astutely on this decision in the 

internet edition of a daily newspaper, saying: "The 

term `relaxations' in this context comes from the 

penal system. Question: So are we all prisoners?" 

(op. cit.) This sentence vividly reflects the mood 

of a population marked by fear and stress. 

The more lockdowns there are and the longer 

they last, the more people's psyches suffer. A 

special survey by the German Depression Aid 

Foundation in February 2021 gives concrete fig-

ures on this: "71% of German citizens find the sit-

uation in the second lockdown depressing.” 

(deutsche-depressionshilfe.de, 7.5.2020) Every 

third person worries about his/her professional fu-

ture, in addition to family burdens of various 

kinds. Those 5.3 million who already have to cope 

with depression suffer particularly: 16 % have a 

relapse, 8 % are at risk of suicide (op. cit.).  Other 

press articles report that 80 percent of doctors ob-

serve an increase in depression among their pa-

tients, 70 percent speak of an increase in sleep 

disorders. A quarter of doctors prescribe more 

medication (tagesspiegel.de, 8.12.2020). So tab-

let addiction is also growing and with it the num-

ber of addicts, which was already around 3.5 mil-

lion before the start of the Corona crisis, with a 

probably much higher unreported number (as of 

2015 medikamente-und-sucht.de).   

After a year of contradictory pandemic mea-

sures, an already destabilised society is now fi-

nally being deprived of the hope of returning to a 

normal life soon. The prospect of only regaining 

basic rights as a vaccinated or recovered person 

triggers fears of a society whose members will be 

kept alive and functioning with drugs in the future. 

A Corona policy that prevents healthy people 

from keeping their immune systems intact and 

sick people from regaining their balance and lead-

ing independent and self-determined lives has 

long lost sight of the humanistic standards of free 

societies. It now allows research into "self-sprea-

ding vaccines" that could endanger both risk 

groups and healthy people (Nuismer, Bull 2020; 

https://www.rki.de/DE/Content/Institut/Geschichte/Dokumente/Erinnerungszeichen_Broschuere.pdf?__blob=publicationFile
https://www.tagesschau.de/multimedia/sendung/tt-8175.html
https://video.mittelbayerische.de/region/regensburg/corona-experte-plaediert-fuer-kinder-impfung-23815-vid77596.html
https://video.mittelbayerische.de/region/regensburg/corona-experte-plaediert-fuer-kinder-impfung-23815-vid77596.html
https://www.individuelle-impfentscheidung.de/
https://www.individuelle-impfentscheidung.de/
https://www.epochtimes.de/gesundheit/schulbesuch-nur-nach-covid-19-impfung-das-sagen-mediziner-a3507109.html
https://www.epochtimes.de/gesundheit/schulbesuch-nur-nach-covid-19-impfung-das-sagen-mediziner-a3507109.html
https://history.nih.gov/display/history/Nuremberg+Code
https://doctors4covidethics.medium.com/rebuttal-letter-to-european-medicines-agency-from-doctors-for-covid-ethics-april-1-2021-7d867f0121e
https://doctors4covidethics.medium.com/rebuttal-letter-to-european-medicines-agency-from-doctors-for-covid-ethics-april-1-2021-7d867f0121e
https://www.fr.de/wissen/clemens-avray-corona-impfstoffe-impfen-virologe-90335633.html
https://www.fr.de/wissen/clemens-avray-corona-impfstoffe-impfen-virologe-90335633.html
https://www.zm-online.de/archiv/2021/04/medizin/wir-muessen-darueber-reden-was-die-aktuellen-impfstoffe-leisten-koennen/
http://www.adrreports.eu/de/search_subst.html
http://www.adrreports.eu/de/search_subst.html
https://www.pei.de/SharedDocs/Downloads/DE/newsroom/dossiers/sicherheitsberichte/sicherheitsbericht-27-12-bis-30-04-21.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=5
https://www.merkur.de/politik/corona-impfpflicht-deutschland-immunitaet-antikoerper-spahn-ausweis-gesetz-lauterbach-penzberg-zr-13749052.html
https://www.zdf.de/nachrichten/politik/corona-impfpflicht-debatte-100.html
https://www.welt.de/politik/deutschland/article230868693/Geimpfte-Regierung-beschliesst-Lockerungen-fuer-Geimpfte-und-Genesene.html
https://www.deutsche-depressionshilfe.de/forschungszentrum/deutschland-barometer-depression/id-2021
https://www.tagesspiegel.de/wissen/studie-ueber-psychische-folgen-der-coronakrise-in-der-pandemie-nehmen-depressionen-und-angststoerungen-stark-zu/26699014.html
https://www.medikamente-und-sucht.de/presse/zahlen-daten-fakten.html
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41559-020-1254-y
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epochtimes.de, 9.5.2021). This blurs the line be-

tween threatening viruses, whether of natural or 

artificial origin, and their supposed antidotes. 

South Africa has already had bitter experiences 

with the use of an infertility vaccine under apart-

heid (unidir.org, 20.12.2002). Research into such 

"spillover" vaccines sheds new light on the labor-

atory hypothesis of the origin of the corona virus 

(see above, cf. Wiesendanger 2021).   

The destruction of the immune system is inev-

itably followed by the dissolution of social relation-

ships, as euphemistically described and even rec-

ommended as "social distancing". The Austrian 

writer  Hermann  Broch,  a  contemporary  witness 
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and himself a persecutee by the Nazi dictatorship, 

has artistically and scientifically worked on the 

mechanisms and social consequences of an "ego 

narrowing", as it is also experienced today under 

Corona conditions. His central idea is that people 

in a state of permanent fear experience a depri-

vation of values. All paths for ego development 

are cut off, namely the appropriation of the mate-

rial world (material possessions, consumption 

and power), intellectual engagement (spiritual 

creativity and knowledge) and the cultivation of 

social relationships (as emotional expansion 

through friendships and intimate relationships). 

Under such extreme conditions, society becomes 

a manipulable mass to which the individual must 

subordinate himself: "The individual lacks, loses 

or renounces his intellectual and moral personal-

ity values, i.e. spirit, will and responsibility". (Rit-

zer 2016: 442, cf. Figure 13) 

This is not only reminiscent of the surveillance 

state as described by George Orwell in his future 

novel "1984". A society consisting only of drug ad-

dicts fits the vision of transhumanism. Then, hu-

manity is facing a new evolutionary stage in which 

humans and (medical) technology will soon 

merge with each other. Transhumanists are al-

ready active in foundations, movements and par-

ties to spread their messages such as the "cy-

borgisation of humans". By this they mean not 

only a technical extension and perfection of the 

human senses, but also a kind of humanisation of 

machines. The future vision of this movement is: 

"cyborgs should take the place of humans" 

(zukunftsinstitut.de, 8.5.2021). According to this 

perspective, today's human being is a discontin-

ued model, an intermediate stage of evolution. 

In order to prepare society for this technologi-

cal change in good time, the Transhumanist Party 

of Germany (TPD) has drawn up a ten-point pro-

gramme. It reads like a wish list of all parties rep-

resented in the Bundestag, which means it gives 

itself a modern, participatory, liberal, social and 

ecological coating in order to finally convey the 

decisive demand: Animal testing should be re-

placed by the cultivation of human tissue and 

"fundamental rights to life, liberty and physical in-

tegrity should be extended to certain non-human 

life, such as animals and artificial intelligence" (AI, 

TPD, 8.7.2021). This opens the door to genetic 

research as it is only possible in China so far. For 

some years now there have been experiments 

with hybrids between humans and animals (chi-

meras) to grow organs (tagesspiegel.de, 5.8.2019).  

If the Transhumanist Party has its way, not 

only the invention of chimeras and machine peo-

ple is on the agenda, but also their legal equality. 

Monika Ritzer: 

The theory of mass paranoia and the ego 
model in the works of Hermann Broch 

"On the basis of this motivation, all human action is 

directed towards the establishment of states of value: 

It aims at ego-development or self-assertion through 

the appropriation of the external world in symbolic or 

concrete form, whereby Broch tends to distinguish 

between three groups of motives. The first involves 

the practical mastery of the world, which can range 

from the intake of food to possession and the exer-

cise of power; the second concerns the intellectual 

appropriation of the world through knowledge, the 

third social relations such as the emotional expansion 

through affiliation (friendship, love) or an intoxicating 

sense of community. […]  

The opposite pole to such ego expansion is ego 

narrowing. Where the ego loses its values, be it 

through repression or withdrawal, it suffers an emo-

tionally destabilising reduction that Broch explains as 

existential. Every loss of freedom, status or property 

becomes 'a symbol of approaching death' and is thus 

accompanied by states of fear (KW 12, 47). Fear in-

creases in stress, i.e. in an acute state of deprivation 

of value, which can be triggered by internal (grief) as 

well as external, such as economic crises (inflation, 

unemployment), to panic, which gets its emotional 

virulence of the feeling of existential insecurity – 

'Panic is the outbreak of that metaphysical primordial 

fear, which corresponds to the innate loneliness of 

every soul' – and becomes relevant to the mass psy-

chology when the individual tries to compensate for 

this deficit of values in the collective; […] 

The sign of the change from community to mass 

is rational impoverishment: The individual lacks, 

loses or renounces his intellectual and moral person-

ality values, i.e. spirit, will and responsibility. […] In 

principle, Broch sees his criticism of the spiritual vac-

uum of modernity confirmed by Fa-schism. The 20th 

century shows terribly 'the flimsiness of the alleged 

individualism', which had no substance and therefore 

produced unstable and easily collectivised egos. (KW 

12, 136). 

Source: Monika Ritzer, in: Massenwahntheorie. 3.1.1 
Das Ich-Modell, in: Hermann-Broch-Handbuch, Berlin 
2016, p. 433-460, p. 441f. [Translation and highlighting 
blue: S.R.]. 

https://www.epochtimes.de/gesundheit/anstekende-impfung-johns-hopkins-und-pfizer-warnen-vor-sich-selbst-ausbreitenden-impfstoffen-a3507722.html
https://unidir.org/publication/project-coast-apartheids-chemical-and-biological-warfare-programme
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/349302406_Studie_zum_Ursprung_der_Coronavirus-Pandemie
https://www.zukunftsinstitut.de/artikel/transhumanismus-die-cyborgisierung-des-menschen/
https://transhumane-partei.de/wofuer-wir-stehen/
https://www.tagesspiegel.de/wissen/umstrittene-chimaeren-experimente-mensch-affe-mischwesen-in-china-gezuechtet/24871838.html
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The social consequences of such a demand are 

currently unpredictable. But one thing can already 

be said: The humanisation of AI remains a façade 

behind which the elite will rule the world of tomor-

row all the more easily, an elite of around 2,000 

dollar billionaires who, according to a study by the 

Swiss bank UBS, have become even richer 

through the growth of the technology industry and 

healthcare during the Corona Crisis (dw.com, 

7.10.2020). The future leadership could therefore 

let humans be ruled by "intelligent" machines. 

Considerations of incorporating AI into political 

decision-making processes are a step in this di-

rection. Programmers are already working on a 

corresponding "algorithmic social contract" (me-

dium.com, 13.8.2016). The statement of the 

transhumanists that machines will not "take over 

the world" (zukunftsinstitut.de, 8.5.2021), is there-

fore probably true, but only half the truth. 

Nevertheless, research funds are currently be-

ing invested to examine whether the networking 

of large computing systems and possibly human 

brains can create "super-intelligences" or "strong 

AI" that are completely beyond human control. 

Some IT specialists claim that such a develop-

ment is inevitable, that humanity is sliding straight 

into such a disaster (Alfonseca u.a. 2016). Ac-

cordingly, the research should contribute to clari-

fying the question of whether and how such super 

brains can be tamed. Karsten Wendland from the 

University of Karlsruhe proposes appropriate pro-

tective measures: "I like to say that artificial intel-

ligence should be kept in a cage, so that it doesn't 

brush out at some point." (swr.de, 22.1.2021) But 

what makes us so sure that this has not already 

happened? Should a super-intelligence take con-

trol of the earth, they will certainly not forget to 

keep humans in ignorance about it. We would not 

even notice if and when this takeover takes place. 

More productive, on the other hand, is a dis-

cussion of the question of what distinguishes hu-

mans from machines and whether technology is 

actually capable of closing this "gap" one day. 

Hermann Broch's ego model points to an im-

portant distinguishing feature, namely the human 

being's " state of values" or his value horizon. He 

differentiates between intellectual values on the 

individual level and moral values that stand in a 

social context. In the process of experiencing an 

"ego narrowing" through "repression or depriva-

tion", these values are gradually lost. Mental cre-

ativity, willpower and a sense of responsibility di-

minish. In other words, his thinking and acting are 

reduced to the level of a machine, he becomes 

one-dimensional, capable only of reproduction 

and obedience. He experiences the complex so-

ciety as an amorphous mass whose political con-

trol he no longer sees through and therefore runs 

along with it, is absorbed in it. He adapts because 

he is no longer aware of the responsibility of his 

actions. If the majority of the population is gradu-

ally seized by such a loss of values and dehu-

manised, in the end soulless existences will dom-

inate public discourse. When a society no longer 

distinguishes between fiction and truth (tages-

spiegel.de, 23.4.2021, #allesdichtmachen) and 

does not tolerate criticism (br.de, 11.2.2021), it 

has  already  taken  such  a  direction  of  develop 

ment: The loss of values of a democratic and 

open society shows itself in the lack of pluralism, 

tolerance and the ability to dialogue. 
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Hans Halvorson, 

Professor of Philosophy, Princeton University: 

Meta-thinking 

By any reasonable definition of "thinking," I suspect 

that computers do indeed think. But if computers 

think, then thinking isn't the unique province of hu-

man beings. Is there something else about humans 

that makes us unique? […] 

What sets human beings apart from the current 

generation of thinking machines is that humans are 

capable of thinking about thinking, and of rejecting 

their current way of thinking if it isn't working for 

them.  

[…] Can we construct machines that not only 

think, but that engage in "meta-thought," i.e. thinking 

about thinking? One intriguing possibility is that for a 

machine to think about thinking, it will need to have 

something like free will. And another intriguing possi-

bility is that we are on the verge of constructing ma-

chines with free will, namely quantum computers. […] 

(Existing computers do precisely this: they think with-

in a system.) On the other hand, one can reason 

"about the system," e.g. by asking whether there are 

enough rules to deduce all logical consequences of 

the theory. This latter activity is typically called meta-

logic, and is a paradigm instance of meta-thought. It 

is thinking about the system as opposed to within the 

system.  

But I'm interested in yet another instance of meta-

thought: if you've adopted a theory, then you've 

adopted a language and some deduction rules. But 

you're free to abandon that language or those rules, if 

you think that a different theory would suit your pur-

poses better. We haven't yet built a machine that can 

do this sort of thing, i.e. evaluate and choose among 

systems. Why not? Perhaps choosing between sys-

tems requires free will, emotions, goals, or other 

things that aren’t intrinsic to intelligence per se. Per-

haps these further abilities are something that we 

don’t have the power to confer on inanimate matter.  

 
Source: Hans Halvorson, Meta-thinking, in: John Brock-
man (Ed.), What to Think about Machines That Think: 
Today’s Leading Thinkers on the Age of Machine Intelli-
gence, New York, 6.10.2015, 576 p.; electronic version, 
16.5.2016, p. 233. [Italics in text, highlighting blue: S.R.].   

https://p.dw.com/p/3jY48
https://p.dw.com/p/3jY48
https://medium.com/mit-media-lab/society-in-the-loop-54ffd71cd802
https://medium.com/mit-media-lab/society-in-the-loop-54ffd71cd802
https://www.zukunftsinstitut.de/artikel/transhumanismus-die-cyborgisierung-des-menschen/
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/304787882_Superintelligence_Cannot_be_Contained_Lessons_from_Computability_Theory
https://www.swr.de/swr1/kuenstliche-intelligenz--und-bewusstsein-100.html
https://www.tagesspiegel.de/gesellschaft/panorama/schauspieler-und-ihre-corona-kritik-alles-dicht-machen-ist-so-schaebig-dass-es-weh-tut/27124112.html
https://www.tagesspiegel.de/gesellschaft/panorama/schauspieler-und-ihre-corona-kritik-alles-dicht-machen-ist-so-schaebig-dass-es-weh-tut/27124112.html
https://allesdichtmachen.de/
https://www.br.de/nachrichten/bayern/ethikrat-staatsregierung-entlaesst-lockdown-kritiker-luetge,SOjalPE
https://rauterberg.employee.id.tue.nl/publications/2016-EDGE-Machine-that-Think.pdf
https://rauterberg.employee.id.tue.nl/publications/2016-EDGE-Machine-that-Think.pdf
https://rauterberg.employee.id.tue.nl/publications/2016-EDGE-Machine-that-Think.pdf
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Conversely, according to Hermann Broch, it 

can be predicted that people will regain their dig-

nity when they free themselves from this ego nar-

rowness and open up and expand their personal-

ities. He has to re-appropriate the outside world, 

be it through material possessions (consump-

tion), an intellectual engagement (criticism) or an 

emotional opening through social interaction (in-

stead of social distancing). These are skills that 

no artificial intelligence possesses, but only hu-

man beings with their cultural and humanistic val-

ues. The key to exiting the prison of the Corona 

pandemic lies in the hand of humans themselves, 

in their ego expansion, which elevates them 

above all machines and makes them feel unique. 

Once this has begun, many paths to the reali-

sation of humanist ideals are open. For the young 

generation with an affinity for technology, we rec-

ommend an anthology by renowned scientists 

who have commented on the topic of AI (Brock-

man 2016). In it, Hans Halvorson, a professor of 

philosophy at Princeton University, describes as 

the unique ability of humans to mentally enter an 

extended dimension, a meta-level, and think 

about systems and their rules (Halvorson 

16.5.2016: 233, cf. Figure 14). From this perspec-

tive, they can judge these rules, consider them as 

good or even change them if they bring more 

harm than good to them and society. 

7. Conclusion: The Corona Crisis Calls 

for a Multidimensional Social Theory 

If humans differ from machines in their ability to 

think multidimensionally, then analyses of the hu-

man sciences should always take a multidimen-

sional perspective. So far, this has rarely been the 

case. The struggle for the role of the "dominant 

doctrine", which is accepted, applied and taught 

by a majority of the respective discipline, still 

dominates (juwiss.de, 17.10.2013). In contrast, 

the present article shows how fruitful a change of 

perspective can be in terms of broadening know-

ledge, especially when it transcends narrowly de-

fined disciplinary boundaries. In the present case, 

a meta-theoretical approach was taken to the 

analysis of the Corona policy and its measures. 

Different criteria speak for the theories in ques-

tion, such as the topicality and relevance of an 

approach (e.g. MMT and transhumanism), the re-

vival and transfer of an older theory to current de-

velopments (e.g. structural analysis of the Nazi 

regime and bio-power) as well as terms and the-

ories that simulate a scientific nature and serve 

manipulation (e.g. 'conspiracy theory' and Mao-

ism or its cultural revolution).   

 

Of course, far more approaches could be con-

sidered. But this should be left to other research-

ers. This contribution is intended as a first impulse 

for social scientists to overcome their speechless-

ness in the current Corona crisis. After one year, 

it is time to start scientific discourse on how dem-

ocratic societies can regain their lost humanistic 

values. In this sense, the following summarising 

theses have been deliberately sharpened in order 

to provoke contradiction and awareness. 

“Conspiracy theories” (of the media) 

♦ The term “conspiracy theory” is an external de-

scription and always used by an outside per-

son in order to cast doubt on claims and to ex-

clude their authors from the discourse. That is 

why this term is often used to discredit and ex-

pose. 

♦ It is a creation of media language and is not 

used in any scientific discipline. A free re-

search culture, on the other hand, thrives on 

the pluralism of theories and the competition of 

approaches. The accusation particularly ap-

plies to political science, which analyses open 

and hidden interests.  

♦ The case of Roland Wiesendanger shows the 

dubious methods with which he and his labor-

atory hypothesis on Covid-19 were defamed 

(through false statements, defamation, exclu-

sion). They belonged to the strategy of "de-

composition" of the state security of the former 

GDR. 

♦ In this case, journalists violated the press code 

and thereby showed their real interest, namely 

to ban explosive topics from public discourse. 

It is about the proposal to outlaw gain-of-func-

tion research on biological warfare agents 

worldwide. 

Maoism und the Chinese Cultural Revolution  

♦ The World Health Organisation (WHO) ac-

cuses China of withholding important data 

from the international commission investigat-

ing the four hypotheses of origin. Beijing de-

fends the assumption that Covid-19 was im-

ported through frozen food. It sees itself in the 

competition of political systems and presents 

its authoritarian Corona policy as exemplary.  

♦ Behind the facade of "successful" anti-Corona 

measures are methods of a totalitarian political 

system. This is indicated by the Communist 

Party's (CPC) absolute claim to leadership in 

the economy and society. Despite all reforms, 

critics of the dominant role of the state econ-

omy are punished and "re-educated" (Consti-

tution 1985, Article 28).   

https://rauterberg.employee.id.tue.nl/publications/2016-EDGE-Machine-that-Think.pdf
https://rauterberg.employee.id.tue.nl/publications/2016-EDGE-Machine-that-Think.pdf
https://rauterberg.employee.id.tue.nl/publications/2016-EDGE-Machine-that-Think.pdf
https://rauterberg.employee.id.tue.nl/publications/2016-EDGE-Machine-that-Think.pdf
https://www.juwiss.de/105-2013/
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♦ To justify the drastic measures such as com-

pulsory vaccinations, the government draws 

on the Chinese Cultural Revolution (1966-

1976). But unlike Mao, who incited young Red 

Guards to take violent actions against regime 

critics, Xi Jinping relies on structural violence. 

Since 2015, a social credit system has been 

used for control and moral education. 

♦ Just as the regime quarantined the Hubei re-

gion for 12 weeks on 23.1.2020, it declared the 

pandemic to be over in October 2020. The 

screening programme in Wuhan with about 10 

million people showed that the risk of infection 

by people without symptoms is low. China is 

currently using this finding to catch up eco-

nomically. 

Modern Monetary Theory (MMT) 

♦ Before the Corona crisis, MMT led a niche ex-

istence. Only with the worsening of the money 

shortage in the Corona crisis does it receive 

greater attention. It contributed to the polarisa-

tion in the election campaign for the US presi-

dency because the Democrats opened up to 

MMT. Under Joe Biden, the national debt once 

again rose to the record sum of 28 trillion US 

dollars. 

♦ The central message of MMT is that a sover-

eign state with its own currency could print un-

limited amounts of money to finance neces-

sary expenses. The dangers of inflation could 

be controlled by increasing taxes or cutting 

spending. This message appeals to all strata 

of constituencies and is particularly tempting 

for politicians before elections. 

♦ Immediately at the beginning of the Corona cri-

sis, the European Central Bank (ECB) adopted 

the MMT. Contrary to the EU treaties, it takes 

on debts in order to distribute the aid money 

among the member states. However, accord-

ing to the MMT, this would require a common 

EU fiscal policy. This deficit will increasingly 

cause controversy in the EU. 

♦ The MMT can only be useful for the USA be-

cause the dollar is the world's reserve cur-

rency. For the EU and for the emerging coun-

tries, the fiscal dependencies increase. Europe 

would do well to trust its historical experience. 

The controversy between liberals (Mises) and 

etatists (Knapp as the mastermind of MMT) is 

more topical than ever. 

Structural analysis (Ernst Fraenkel):  

♦ The structural analysis by Ernst Fraenkel, the 

founder of political science in Germany, de-

scribes the ruling system of National Socialism 

as a dual state: In addition to the normative 

state as the executive branch of the legal sys-

tem and administration, the NSDAP estab-

lished a parallel state of instrumental mea-

sures, which ruled with violence and arbitrari-

ness as the "organ of the NS dictatorship". 

♦ This approach can be used to analyse author-

itarian rule structures in order to identify dan-

gers of anti-democratic developments. If one 

follows this model, the Treaty on the European 

Stability Mechanism (ESM, 2012) has created 

a structure of instrumental measures outside 

of the EU Treaty and national law in addition to 

the European normative structure. 

♦ The signatory states of the ESM, the Eu-

rogroup or EU19 with the euro as their cur-

rency, reject the European Commission's pro-

posal to convert the ESM into EU law. Instead, 

this mechanism (according to Fraenkel, the 

structure of instrumental measures) should be 

available to the entire EU27, but without juris-

diction and democratic control. 

♦ Before Austria and Italy (EU19) first resorted to 

the lockdown in the Corona crisis, the Presi-

dent of the ESM Board of Governors (Eu-

rogroup) announced that the stability criteria 

would be suspended (4.3.2020). The Eu-

rogroup took this decision after a conference 

call during which neither risks nor alternative 

measures were discussed. It gave the starting 

signal for a debt spiral. 

The Bio-Power Approach (Michel Foucault). 

♦ At the end of 2020, the European Commission 

proposed the establishment of a European 

Health Union to combat the pandemic. In con-

trast to the ESM, this project is supposed to be 

subject to EU law, but shift competences in 

health policy from the country level to Brus-

sels. It is about the management and control of 

all health data in the EU. 

♦ This shift of competence contradicts the EU 

treaties (principle of subsidiarity) as well as 

data protection and the fundamental right to in-

formational self-determination. According to 

Michel Foucault's approach to bio-politics, Un-

ion citizens are threatened with an unbounded 

and uncontrollable bio-power, according to 

which it is no longer doctors but politicians who 

distinguish between sick and healthy.  

♦ Foucault describes two extreme poles of the 

expansion of power. One extreme is the deci-

sion-making power to wipe out the life of all of 

humanity (atomic bomb), the other to deter-

mine the life of humanity by using technolo-
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gies. According to Foucault, the Nazi regime 

represented both extremes and is a cautionary 

example.     

♦ After the experiences of the Nazi dictatorship, 

doctors drafted the Nuremberg Code (1947), 

which prohibits testing medicines on humans. 

The EU (EMA) seems to evade this by allowing 

vaccines already after shortened test phases 

that result in side effects and deaths. Union cit-

izens are insufficiently informed about the 

risks. 

Antihuman Vision of Transhumanism  

♦ At present, the vaccine manufacturers are in-

creasingly pointing to regular follow-ups. To-

gether with the indirect compulsion to vac-

cinate through the withdrawal of basic rights, 

there is a threat of a whole society becoming 

addicted to medication. Like experiences with 

addicts, secondary diseases and mental disor-

ders are to be expected, which hinder a self-

determined life. 

♦ According to the world view of the transhuman-

ists, such a development is not a curse but a 

blessing. They strive for a transformation of the 

human being into a cybernetic organism, a hy-

brid of human and machine, and demand their 

legal equality. The breeding of hybrid beings 

from humans and animals would also serve 

evolutionary progress. 

♦ Such biopolitical objectives recall the research 

of the Nazi regime. Not only Michel Foucault 

dealt with this, but also the writer Hermann 

Broch. In his analyses of mass paranoia, he 

describes processes of ego narrowing through 

permanent fear and control, which are always 

accompanied by a painful loss of value.   

♦ At the same time, Broch outlined the way out 

of a social depression, such as the Corona cri-

sis: the individual regains his dignity when he 

frees himself from the narrowing of the ego. He 

must reappropriate the outside world through 

material possessions (consumption), intellec-

tual debate (criticism) or emotional openness 

(instead of social distancing).   

Conclusion: Multidimensional Social Theory  

♦ Humanism assumes that humans differ from 

machines through feelings, willpower, pur-

posefulness and through his ability to think 

multidimensionally. Accordingly, analyses of 

the human sciences should always open up a 

multidimensional perspective through appro-

priate approaches beyond their narrow subject 

boundaries. 
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